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ABSTRACT 

An implicit finite difference technique has been 

developed fo~ the solution of tte steady two dimension8l 

boundary leyer eque.tions. 

The numerical mettod is free of stability limitations 

and similarity assumptions. Use has been made of Wu-type 

starting profiles which enable one to start the calculation 

from the leading.~dge. 

Attrective features of the technique are its 

simplicity, flexibility and applicability to a wide range of 

boundary layer problens. In addition, results obtained from 

several c0se studies indicate that the numeric.al procedure 

is both accurate and fast. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Navier-Stokes equations of motion constitute 

the corner stone of the science of fluid mechanics. Much 

research work has been devoted to th_e solution of these 

equations in two limiting cases of considerable practical 

importance: the flow of fluids at small Reynolds numbers 

and the flow of fluids of small viscosity at high Reynolds 

numbers. 

The boundary layer theory has proved quite useful 

in investigating flow types of the latter case. Much time 

and effort has been spent over the past decades to obtain 

solutions of the boundary layer equations. VB.rious methods 

of solution have been examined: analytical,· approximate and 

numerical. 

The purpose of this report is to describe a 

numerical technique for the solution of the steady two 

dimensional boundary layer equations and evaluate the 

convergence, accuracy and speed of the finite-difference 

method. 

This report is divided into three main sections. 

In the first section the underlying principles of the 

boundary layer theory are outlined, ana methods of solution 

proposed earlier are discussed. In the second section, the 

implicit finite-difference method is described, and in the 

third section, several boundary layer problems are examined. 
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2. THEORETICAL B1\CKGROUND 

2.1· TEE BOUNDARY LAYER CONCEPT 

In the beginning of this century, L. Pra.nd.tl (R1) 

showed how i~ was possible to analyze viscous flow problems, 

precisely ln cases where viscous effects ~re important. He 

suggested that the flow about a solid body could be divided 

into two regions: a. very thin layer in the neighbourhood of 

the body where friction plays an important part and the ~ 

remaining region outside this layer where friction effects may 

be neglected.. Several simple experiments performed by him 

confirmed the predictions based on this hypothesis. 

The boundary layer concept as set forth by Prandtl 

proved quite effective a. tool in the investigation of viscous 

flows. One can justifiably s-ay that the rapid developments 

in aerodynamics du~ing the past decades are largely-due to 

the better understanding of boundary layer type flows. 

2.1.a The Velocity Boundary Layer 

Consider the motion of water along a thin flat 

plate (Figu~e 1): 
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Ue 

Figure 1 

Illustration of Boundary La.yer Development 

Experiments (for example, sprinkling of particles on the 

surface of the water, to make the ~treamlines visible) show 

that there is a very thin layer a.round the plate, in which 

the velocity is considerably ·smaller than the free stream 

velocity. The thickness of this layer increases in the 

downstream direction along the plate. 

This layer where the fluid moves with a smaller 

velocity than that of the main portion. of the fluid away 

from the plate, is called the (velocity) boundary layer. · 

The thickness of this boundary layer decreases with 

decreasing viscosity. However, even with very small Vis

cosi ties, the frictional shea.ring stresses in the boundary 

layer are considerable, because of the large velocity 

gradients across the flow, whereas outside the boundary layer 

these stresses are very small. This picture of the flow 

field suggests that for purposes of nathernatical analysis, 
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the-flow of fluids of small viscosities around solid bodies 

can be divided into two reg:lons es outlined in the begin-ning. 

From the mathematical viewpoint, such -a division enables one 

to sh1plify considerably the equations describing flow 
\ 

situations of the type discussed. - Solutions of the.simpli

fied equa~ions h0ve been found to describe with adequate 

accuracy the motion of fluids of small viscosity aroimd 

solid bodi_es, and in a variety of ceses the results have 

been verified experimentally. 

2 .1. b The Temuera.ture Boundacr Layer 

Whenever the rwin streom temper·a.ture differs from 

the te!l.lperature of the rigid boundary, one can talk of a. 

temperature (thermal) boundary layer. This means that in 

such a case the temperature field is considered to be of the 

boundary layer ty.pe, i.e., there exists a 11arrow zone in the 

neighbourhood of the body where temperature effect$ are of 

importance, whereas the regions beyond this zone are essen
.• 

tially unaffected by the different body temperature. In· 

particular, this is the case when the thermal conductivity 

of the fluid is small (gases, liquids). In such cases there 

is a steep temperature gradi.ent at the wall, a.nd the heat 

flux du·e to conduction is of the same order of magnitude as 

that due to convection, only in a thin layer adjacent to the 

wall. 
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A temperature boundary layer develops also in the 

ca.se where a body is immersed in a fluid of equal tempera

ture, flowing at a high Reynolds number. The high velocity 

gradients across the boundary layer lead to degradation of 

energy through dissipation and, consequently, to large 

temperature gradients. In this case it is to be expected 

that temperature gradients will be important only within the 

velocity boundary layer, because the quantity of mechanical· 

energy that is transformed into heat through friction is 

important only there. 

The concept of a thermal boundary layer that is 

formed in conjunction with the velocity boundary layer, 

facilitates the analysis of the flow situation, in that it 

makes possible a simplification of the energy equation, 

similar to that of the equ&.tions describing the motion of 

the fluid. 

2. 2 RECENT DEVELOPNEl'TTS 

For clarity, the underlying concepts of the boundary 

layer theory, which enable one to si~plify the equations 

describing the flow field of a fluid of small viscosity past 

a solid body, are su.111marized below (similar remarks apply 

to the temperature field): 

There are tw-0 regions to be considered: 

a) A very thin layer in the immediate vicinity of 

the body in which the velocity gradient normal 
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to the wall is very large (boundary layer). 

In this region the very small viscosity Of· 

the fluid exerts an essentia.l influence in so 
! 

I far as the shearing stresses -c. = p ( ou/ ~y) 

ma.y assume large valnes. 

b) In the remaining region, no such large 

velocity gradients occur and the influence 

of viscous forces is unimportant. In this 

region, the flow is frictionless and the 

flow field is the same as that.of the un

disturbed flow. 

The division between the above two regions is not 

very sharp, and indeed, there is no exact definition of the 

thickness 25 of the boundary lB.yer. It (the. tr~ickness) is· 

conceived as the distance from th~ body, measured in the 
.. 

direction normBl to it, beyond which viscous effects can be 

neglec.ted. A defi~i tion of S, suitable for mathematical 

purposes is: S is the distance from the bo~y where the 

velocity is equal to 99% of its free streaN value. As a· 

first approximation it cEm be shoV<m (R2) that 

The curve u(x) = Ue defines what is known as the outer edge 

of the boundary layer. 

The fluid is considered to adhere to the wa11, i.e., 

there is.no slip at the wall. The transition from zero 
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longitudinal velocity at the wall to the full magnitude at 

some distance from it takes place smoothly in the boundary 

ls.yer. 

It is worth noting that Prandtl's boundary la.yer 

a.ssumptions, a.s outlined before, have been subjected to 

re-examination lately (RJ). It was found that with increas

ing speed of flow, one had to consider the influence of the 

curvature of the wall (longitudinal and transversal curvature 

of the wall are neglected in the original formulation), 

of vorticity of the outer flow, re-examine the condition of 

no slip at the wall, and also con~ider the possibility of a 

temperature jrenp at the wall. 

An attempt to put Prandtl's original suggestions in 

a more rigorous mathematical ~ormulation was made by 

Langestrom and Van Dyke (R4, R5). The basic idea remains that 

of stronger viscous forces in the neighbourhood of the wall. 

It is assurned that the solution of the boundary layer 

equations can be achieved by use of two expansions in a 

parameter E= 1/(n;} . One of the expansions is based on ·the 

wall situation and one on the conditions far from the body. 

Both expansions should be convergent and have a region of 

overlap, where the results obtained from both expansions have 

to be matched. There are still no proofs that the matching 

of such two series can always be achieved (R5, R6). Inter

esting results concerning the influence of curvature, of 

oute~ vorticity, of slip velocity and temperature· jurap at the 
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wall have been obtained. Clearly, however, the formulation 

of such a "second order" boundary layer theory has not boen 

com~leted as yet, although Goldstein (R7, RS) has already 

applied successfully a "third order" theory f~r the solution 

of the boundary layer flow over a semi-infinite flat plate. 

Prandtl's theory is viewed upon as a "first order" 

theory, in the respect that the equations derived represent 

the first term in a. series expansion in e . Terms of 

qrder E or higher are neglected, while in the second order 

theory, terms of 0( €. ) are retained. It is then expected 

that solutions based on the second order theory will be 

valid for lower Reynolds numbers (R9). 

The nm1erical solution of the boundary layer 

equations presented in this report is based on the boundary 

layer concept as formulated by Prandtl. Furthermore, the 

discussion will be limited to Newtonian fluids. 

2. 3 TEE Bom,rpAR.Y LAYER E?iUATIOES 

The equations describing the steady two dimensional 

flow of a compressible Newtonian fluid are: 

Equation of motion 

x-direction 
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_y-d~rection 

pu 	~xv + ov ~yv =- :Jp + _£__ ( µ Vv ) + .£ (v _E)v ) ( 2) 
v ~ u ~y 8X l 8x ~y I oY 

Energy equation 

T T d ~T () OT . 8D ~P-OCp(u- +.v-) =-(K-) + -(K--) + U-"" + v-- + ft (J) 
~- · x y ()x f)x 'Vy (Jy ox f)y 

where % is the dissipation function defined as 

qontinuity equation 

d(pu) d(pv) 
~-·-····· + ~~---- = 0 	 (5)

'dx . CJy 

Equation of state. For an ideal gas 

(6) 

.. 
The deriv8tion of the boundary lByer equoti-ons "from the set 

of equations (1-6) will not be shown here. Schlichting (R2) 

derives them by estimating the order of magn_~ tud.e of the 

individual terms. The possibility exists to arrive at the 

same simplified equations directly, in a purely mathematical 

way without· the adoption of physically plausible concepts 

(R9, R10, R11). 

The basic assu~ptions involved are: 

1. 	 The thickness S of the boundary layer is very 


small compared to a characteristic length L of 


the body. 
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(7) 


2. 	 The Reynolds nur1ber based on. the main flow 

conditions Re= UeL/ve is very large and of the 

order 

This assumption is necessary in order that the 

viscous forces in the boundary layer can be

come of the same order of magnitude as the 

inertial forces. 

The following conclusions can be drawn (flow.. in the 

x-direction): 

a) Equation of motion (Equations 1, 2) 

1. 	 C:fu/ ()y2 is of the order 0 ( 1/ ~ 2 ) wheree.s 

C)2u/8x2 is 0(1). Therefore ()2u/()x2 in 

(1) 	is neglected against ca 2u/ 8y2. 

2. 	 Inferring that vp/ dy is 0( S'), the 

pressure gradient across the boundary 

layer which would be obtained by integra

ting (2), all of the terms of which are 

* 	 *20 ( ~ ) or 1 es s , would be 0 ( 6 ) , i . e • , 

very small. Therefore, the pressure 

across the boundary layer is considered 

const8nt and hence equal to its value 

for the frictionless main flow. 

}. 	 Since all terms of the equation of 
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motion in the y-direc ti on ( 2) are 0 ( 5* ) 


or less, the whole equation is discarded. 


b). Equation of energy (Equation J) 


1. 	 The term <t)2T/ 8x2 can be neglected 

against () 2T/ () y 2 • 

2. 	 In order that the remaining conduction 

term can become of the sane order of 

magnitude as the convection term, the 

group RePr (where Pr is the Prandtl 
•.

number based on the free strea,m conditions, 
*2 %

Pr=K 6 /CpeY..e) must be 0(1/~T), ·where dT 

is the dimensionless thickness of the 

thermal boundary layer, ~ T = 8 T/L. 

J. 	 In the expression for the dissipation 

·function (4) only the term ( du/ ()y) 2 is 

significant. 

l~. 	 The frictional term u op/ dx is important. 

only if the Eckert nu:r:1ber E = U~/ C:pe<Tw - Te) 

is 0(1) whereas the other frictional term 

v dp/ ox is neglected. 

The.simplified equations, known as the boundary 

layer equations are: 

Continuity 

( 8) 
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Motion, x-direction 

u.CJu + pv du = _ J!E + j2_ ( V- ()u ) . (9)r ax ()y dx . CJy l ()y 

Energy 


( 'dT dT ) dp d ( /dT ) ( 'du )2 (10)
Cp f u- + v-.-- ::::: u- + - I~-~.. + V -
ox ()y ' dx ()y ' oy l oy 

. State 

p =p/RT (11) 

These equations are supplemented by expressions 


for the viscosity and the thermal conductivity as functions 


of te;nperature of the form 


\A=f1 (T) (12) 

K=f2 (T) (1J) 

Equations (8) through (10) form a system of partial 

differential equations of the parabolic type (R12, RlJ) in 

three unknowns u, v, T. (The pressure is considered knoV>.rn 

and e , \A- , K can be replaced by their corresponding functions 

of T.) Theoreti~ally, the above system of three differeDtial 

eqUEttions in three unknoims, a.long with appropriate b_ounclary 

conditions can be solved to yield expressions for u, T, and v. 

However, the exact analytical solution of this set of equations 

without any assunntions as to the nature of the solution is 

in practice a formidable tas'k. Only in a. limited nunber of 

special cases has an analytical soh1tion becorie available 

(R2, .R14). 

http:knoV>.rn
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Before proceeding further, the boundary layer 

equa.tions for incompressible flow will be given here, in. 

orde.r to a.void amblgu1 ty, since many a tir.ie reference will 

be made to these equations. 
\ 

Continuity 

(Ba) 

Momentum 

udu +vou =- dp + (9a)ox oy dx 

Boundary conditions 

Y=O U=O V=O 

u-U- e 

2 .4 BOUNDl\RY cmrnI·rroNS 

The usual boundary conditions i~posed on the equations 

( 8) to ( 10) a.re: . 

a) y -+ c:Q, all ::ic: 


u-..!)> ue and 


T-->Te 
.• 


i.e., at a sufficiently large distance from the 

solid. boundary the flow and temperature fields 

are uriaffected by the _presence of the body. 

b) 	 y = 0 (wall) 

1. 	 Assuming no slip: u = 0 

2. 	 Asswning no tem~9erature junp: T == Tw(x), specified. 

If the wal1 1 s ad i abat i c : ('C) T ) = O 
C)y y = 0 
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3. 	 If the l<J"all is impermeable v = 0. Otherwise, 

the normal velocity component may vary in 

any speclfied way as a function of x of the 

form v = v
0 

( x) • 

The condition of no slip at the wall needs some more 

attention (R15). This condition has been verified experiment

ally, and it-is a generally acceptable one for most cases as 

the following argurn..ent shows: However smooth a solid surface 

may appear it will always contain minute projections and 

cavities, ~here some fluid is trapped. Still, as far as 

fluid flow is concerned, such trapped fluid can be regarded 

as forming part of the surface and it does not move in the 

direction of the flow. If this fluid were moving, then one 

would expect extremely large ·values for t:1e shear stress at 

the wall, but such values have never been observed. 

There exist situations where the no-slip condition is 

violated, for example when a fluid flows over another with 

which it does not mix (because the "wall" is able to move 

when stresses are applied to it), and also when a gas is at a 

very low pressure. In the latter case ho~ever, the gas can 

no longer be treated as a continuum. Besides, the Navier-

Stokes equatlons of motion are valid only if the character

istic length scale 1 of the flow is much larger than the mean 

free pa.th z of the molecules, i.e., z/1.(<1 (R10). For 

boundary lByer flows the significBnt length scale is the 

thickness 25 of the boundary layer, and to a first approxination 
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8CX:: Re~, whereas 
p 

z=-
Cs 

Cs= speed of sound 

v = _cP... (specific heat ratio)o Cv . 

Hence, one gets 

~here N = Ue/Cs is the Mach number. 


It can be shown (R10) that this condition is equivalent to 


the condition that the boundary layer assumptions hold. 


2. 5 BOUNDARY LAYER Pl':.El1.I'1ETSRS 

Important parameters in the calculation of the 

boundary layer are: 

- a) Displace~ent thickness, ~1. It is defined by the 

relation 
o6 

C) 1 = r , _ ..E_, dy (14)1 
y = O Ue 

The displacement thickness indicates the distance by 

which the external streamlines are shifted, owing to 

the fornation of the boundary layer. It provides a 

more accura.te measure of the boundary layer than the 

boundary layer thickness, whose definition is 

arbitrary. 

b) Shear stress at the wall. It is defined as 

http:accura.te
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. 	 where y is t{le viscosity of the fluid and the 

subs.cript w denotes wall values. The shear stress 

'at the wa.11 is an important design characteristic 

for mdst applications. It is for this reason ·that 

most results of calculation of boundary layers are 

reported in the literature in terms of the wall 

shear. 

c) 	 Heat flux at the wall. At the boundarj between 


the fluid and the body, the transfer of heat takes 


place by conduction only (radiation effects are 


ignored). The he8t flux is then 


dT
q=-K(-) 	 (16)

w w (Jy w 

The 	heat flux at the i·;all 1s of analogous impor

tance to design, RS the shear stress. 

2. 6 PRESSURE GB.ADI ENT ANJ.1 .s?JiE&R.f;TlQN .• 

The pressure in the boundary layer has been assu~ed 

constant f6r all y. It is a function of the external 

velocity f~eld bnly. The preci~e form of this relattonship 

can be derived by replacing.the velocity u by the main stream 

velocity Ue in the Na.vier-Stokes equation of motion in the 

x-direction. For constant properties, Equation (1) then reads 

(17) 
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Since we are concerned with the flow outside the 

boundary layer the derivatives of Ue with respect to y are 

neiligible according to the fundamental boundary layer 

concept. Then (17) reduces to 

Ue C)Ue = - 1 ..£2_ + ( 18)ox p dx 

mayFor most boundary layer flows the term 

be neglected against the other terms in (18), so one 

finally obtains 

_! .££.-u dUe (19)p dx - e dx 

which is the required expression for the pressure gradient. 

If the external flow is one of constant velocity, i.e., 

=canst., then obviously, there is no pressure gradient.U8 

The phenomenon of separation of the boundary layer 

is connected with the existence of an adverse pressure 

gradient. It occurs primarily near blunt bodies such as 

cylinders and spheres. Behind such a body there exists a 

region of strongly decelerated flow. In this region the 

retarded fluid particles cannot penetrate far into the region 

of increased pressure owing to their small kinetic energy. 

The thickness of the boundary layer increases considerably in 

the downstrean direction and the flow in the layer is 

reversed. This causes the decelerated particles to be forced 

outwards and the boundary layer separates from the wall. 

Separs.tion is associated with the form.sitio:n of vortices and 
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large energy losses in the wake of the body. In general, the 

fluid particles behind the point of separation move in the 

direction of the pressure gradient, i.e., opposite to the 

external flow. Figure 2 represents the picture of the flow 

field near a point of separation. 

--

Figure 2. 	 Flow in the Boundary Layer Ne.'3r 

a Point of Separation, s. 

The point of separation is defined as the point of 

the reversal of flow in the ir:.mediete neighbourhood of the 

wall. Mathenatically, it is defined as the point on the wall 

where 

(d~) =0 
oy Y= 0 

(20) 

and obviously, the skin friction C'.'w = 0 there as well. 

Separation occurs invariably when an adverse pressure gradient 

( dp ) 0) exists. 
dx 

2. 7 VALIDI·rY OF THE BCUtr!JARY LAYER EQUATIOES 

It has already been mentioned that the boundary layer 

equations are valid provided that the Reynolds nlunber is 
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suff~ciently large, so that ~2/ox2 terms can be neglected 

against the o2/ C)y2 ter~s. Clearly this assumption is not 

valid near the leading edge, where steep changes in the 

x-direction occur. 

A rough estimate of the distance fron the leading 

edge where the boundary layer equation may be expected to 

hold, may be obtained after some elementary algebra. For the 

case of the flat plate it was found (R16) that the thickness 

fJ of the boundary layer varies as the square root of the 

distance x, from the leading edge 

(21)beet ~'E. I 

e 

One finds that if Re is 0(105) then omnision of the 'a 2/8x2 

terms will lea.d to an error of 0(10-2 ) or less from a 

dimensionless distance x/L;r 0.1. If Re is 0(106) then for 

the same x the c6rresponding error would be reduced to 0(10-3). 

It should be mentioned that laminar flow over a flat 

plate will prevail for Re< 5 x 105 (R2). For values of 

Re> 106 the flo~ becomes turbulent. Eowever, it has been 

proved that several techniques (for instance cooling of the 

wall or suction) can be used to keep the flow laminar at much 

higher Reynolds numbers (Rl?). 

In the region close to the leading edge, where the 

Prandtl boundary layer equations do not apply, the problem of 

flow can be solved only by considering the full Navier-Stokes 

equations. In the past few yea.rs this problem h~s been 
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delied into by several investig~tors who applied perturbation 

expansion techniques (R9, R18, R19). 

2.8 -STARTING PROFILES 

Some remarks need to be made concerning starting 

(initial) profiles. The momentur-1 and energy equations are 

partial differential equations of the parabolic type, and, in 

order to start the nunerical integration of such equations, 

one nee:ts, in addition to the bouncla:ry conditions, initial 

profiles, i.e., sets of values of u and Tat all grid points 

along a line specified 8.t a loc8tlon X == in the X-y plane.X 0 

The integration of the equ8tions is achieved by use of a 

marching procedure. Knowin3 the u and T VDlues along the li~e 

x = one mDy ~oroceed to fi~"!d. the correspon::U:ig values on ax0 

line x = located one step further downstreDm, and so on.x1 

The question of the choice of sterti~g profiles has 

not been dealt with in detail in the literature. This is 

somewhat surprising, since it is generally known that differ

ential equations.of the parabolic type describe physical. 

si tu<;.tions t·.Jhere d.oHnstresi.n conditions ar~ uniq_uely determined 

from given upstreru1 and boundary conditions (R62, R6J). 

Stated differently, this means that there exists a 

solution of the equqtions which contains tte starting profiles 

as interior, i.8., not starting, profiles (R9). Clearly, 

starting with such profiles at a locgtion x =x0 would be 

tantamount to assuming that particular solution that yields 

http:equations.of
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these profiles at the location x0 • The continuation of the 

solution further downstream would be uniquely determined by 

the· boundary conditions of the problem in hand. 

One then is faced with the problem of finding 

suitable profiles to start the nunerica.1 computations. One 

has to either obtain them experimentally or use profiles 

obtained by.some other method. In the latter case, the 

problem actually solved is that of the continuation of a 

known solution. 

However, problems arise when the flow situation 

presents a discontinuity ahead of ·the initial station x0 • 

In this case, if a starting profil~ is adopted that does not 

take this discontinuity into account, one would expect that 

the solution obtained farther. downstream would be unaffected 

by the presence of the discontinuity. In other words, the 

solution would be identical to the eolution.of the problem 

without the discontinuity. 

One way of getting around this difficulty is to 

carry out experiments end obtain the actual profiles as 

measured at some distence downstream from .the discontinuity. 

Computation can then be started using these profiles. 

However, such experimental work is time consuming and in nest 

cases quite tedious. Besides, one would have to perform such 

experiments for every particular type of flow. 

The only other way to treat this problem is to start 

right from the leading edge utilizing the actual boundary 

http:eolution.of
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conditions there, as starting profiles. Of course, it is 

well known that the Prand tl boundary layer equations a.re. not 

Va.lid in the immediate neighbourhood of the leading edge, 

because, as it has alrearly been shown, there exist large 

gradients in the x-direction, which cannot be neglected as 

it is done in the derivation of the equations. 

Wu {R4·2) has aemonstrated, however, that use of such 

starting profiles leads to solutions at least as accurate as 

r.esults obtained by methods using "similar" solutions, 

available at a particular location x0 ,as starting profiles. 

Commentins on the use of the Wu-tipe profiles, Blotther and 

Fluegge-Lotz report (R43) 

a) It is generally a serious problem to obtain 
starting profiles. This problem is rnini~ized 
when sj.milar solutions ·are sought, since 
simila.ri ty sol1Jtions a.re available in TJ.any 
cases. 

b) Wu-type initial profiles lead· to 
solutions which are close to the 

nu.nerical 
exact solutions. 

Wu's nethod (R42) is an explicit finite difference 

one, and in this case care must be taken that the proper 

mesh sizes are chosen. During the course of the present 

study, the possibill ty of using Wu-type ini tie.l profiles 

with the proposed implicit finite difference nethod has been 

investigated. It was found that the results were sufficiently 

accurate for both similar and non-sirniler flow situations at 

small distances from the leading edge. Therefore, Wu-type 

ster~irtg profiles have been adopted throughout the computation 
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-Of solutions of the boundary layer equations to be reported 

in the last section. 

It is clear from the foregoing discussion that use 

of such starting profiles has the added advantage of 
\ 

providing solutions to bounda.ry layer problems where a 

dis66ntinu1ty exists (for example, i~pulse suction or 

injection) neEir the leading edge. The accuracy of the 

results was verified in several flow cases exanined during 

this study. 

The following are referred to as Wu-type sta.rti~g 


profiles: 


· a) 	 The velocity u and temperature T are free-stre8m 


values at all t:he grid points across the layer 


except at the wall. 


b) At the wall the velocity u is zero (no slip 

.. 


condition), and the temperature corresponds to 

the 	well ternµer~ture. 

c) 	 The normal velocity component, v, is a~su~ed 


zero at all the grid poj_nts Bcross the bounclBry 


lByer. 


2. 9 	 cm~PATIBILITY CO~'.DII1IONS FOR STARTnm PROFILES 

In the case where other than the Wu-type ini tie.l 

profiles are used at a station x0 , in order to continue a 

known solution farther downstream, the starting profiles 

. have to satisfy certain conditions known as "the compatibility 

http:bounda.ry
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conq.itions at the wall 0 (R2, R52). 

The incompressible bound_ary layer equations are 

wrftten as 

ou' 2Jv' · --+--=0 (Sb)
ax' OY' 

d ' cl ' u•._E_ + v•_E_ =  (9b)
dx' oy' 

with bounda~y conditions 

u' , v' = 0 

In these equations the following dimensionless varisbles 

have been introduced: 

' uu =--
Ue 

V I -- _!__ R.. e 
Ue 

X~=..!_ 
L 

y' = L Re 
L 

p' = __E__ 
p. u2 

e 

e = dp~-. 
dx' 
UeL 

Re=-
\? 

An expansion of the prescribed velocity profile u(x,y) in 

powers Of y is 8SSumed, the expansion being 
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(22) 


where the coefficients a 1 , s2, a 3 are functions of x. From 

(Sb) and (19) one obtains a series expression for v: 

~1 1 2 82 3 a~ 4 
- v = --Y + --Y + --'-Y + • • • (23) 

- 2! 3! 4! 

where a dot denotes differentiation with respect to x. 

Substituting (22) end (23) into (9b) one obtains the 

following conditions that the coefficients a~, e 2 , ... must 

~atisfy: 

free 

BL~= alal, hence· free 

. . 

- .. 
298a 6 = 

In su..m, only the coeff l ctents a 1 , a4, a 7 , etc. , ere freea 10 

(they depend.on the choice of a 1 only) while the remaining 

http:depend.on
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coefficients are connected with them through the compatibility 

conditions. 

Furthermore, as it was shb~n by Prandtl, in order to 

start the nun1erical integration of the incompressible boundary 

layer equations (Ba, 9a), specification of a starting profile 

for the velocity u, u(x0 ,y) at a location x , is enough. One0 

does not need to specify a profile for the normal velocity v 

since, using the eq~ation of continuity, one can eliminate 

()u/ ox fron the equation of motion and thereby obtain v as a 

function of u and y. Nor is it necessary to specify the 

x-a.erivati ve of u, since this can ·be obtained from the 

continuity equation after v has berin calculated. For the 

compressible flow problem specification of T at the same 

initial station is also required. 

In conclusion, care must be taken in choosing the 
/ 
\ 
i 

proper initial profiles, so that the proper variables are 

chosen, and th8t the compatibility conditions are satisfied. 

It hBs been shown (R56) that with nurri_erical methods, a. gross 1 

violation of the·compatibility conditions may lead to an 

erratic sequence of velocity profiles. 



3. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Various methods have been adopted in the effort to 

solve ,· the boundary layer equations since Prendtl's hypothesis 

was set forth. The existing literature in_ this area_ is quite 

extensiye ~nd one could only hope to give an outline of the 

techniques t11at have been used in the past. 

3.1 SIMII~RITY SOLUTIONS 

Blasius (Rl6) obtained a solution for the incomp.ressible 

laminar flow over a flat plate at zero incidence. To solve 

the equations (Ba) and (9a}, ·he introduced the similariti 
1 

vari.able n = yVUe/llx and defined a stream fvnction l.jJ by the 

equations 

Upon introduction of a dimensionless stream function f(n) 

defined by 

equation (9a) is reduced to the following differential 

equation: 

ff " + 2 f "·' = 0 (24) 

(where ~ prime denotes differenti8tion with respect to n) 

27 
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with boundary conditions 

n=O f=O f 1 = 0 

n~ o6 f' = 1 

The solution of (24) obtained by Blasius has been verified 

by subsequent investigators and has been confirmed experi

mentally with measurements performed by Nikuradse (R20). 

Blasius' solution is a "s1m11a.r 11 solution in the sense 

that brn velocj. ty profiles u( x ,y) located at different 

locations x differ only by a scale factor in u and y. 

Similar solutions of the boundary la;y er equ.E1 tions 

ettracted the interest of nany early investigetcrs (R21, R22). 

This is due to the fact thet, in cases where similar solu

tions exist, it is possible tb reduce the system of non-linear 

partial differential equations ( 8 - 10) to one involving 

ordinary differeritial equations. This is considered a definite 

a.dvante.ge since methods of a.nalytica1 or numerics.1 solution 

of ordinary differential equetions are more readily BVailable 

and easier to ap~ly than methods for the solution of partial 

differential equations (R23, R24). 

Similar solutions exist, and the red~ction to 

ordinary differential equations is possible if the variables 

in the undisturbed potential flow satisfy certain conditions 

(R2, R25, R26, R2?). 

http:a.dvante.ge
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J.2 APPROXIMATE METHODS 


Approximate metr_ods of solution have been applied 

with·various degrees of success. One such method, widely 

used in the past, was suggested by Pollhausen (R28) and 

extended by Hollstein and Bohlen (R29). The. method is based 

on Von Karma.n's momentum integral equation (R2). Details of 

this method may be found in (R2, R28, R29). 

Von Karman and Millikan (RJO) devised a different 

approximate nethod which yields better results than 

Pollhausen's ~ethod, particularly in the case of flows w~ere 

seperetion occurs. 

From the numerous other approximate methods that have 

been proposed, one should mention that of Smith (RJ1) and the 

one suggested by Wieshardt (RJ2) etnd sir1plified by Walz (RJJ). 

These methods see~ to be rapid ard produce satisfactory 

results. 

For a detailed review of approximate nethods, 

reference (RJ4) should be consulted. 
.• 

3. 3 ADTALYTICJ~L SOLUTiorrn 

The applicability of analy"tic8l methods 18 limited to 

particular flow situations and in fact the ~ajority of 

a.va.ilable analytical solutions concern mainly flow cases l.Jhere 

similar solutions exist. 

The failure of analytical nethods to treat complicated 

_problems of boundary layer flow, is basically due to the 
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character of the partial differential equations involved. 

These are non-linear, and in most cases where similar 

sol~tions do exist, and a transformation to ordinary differ~ 

entiel equations can be obtained, one usually has to turn 

to series exponsion techniques or nuwericBl.methods in order 

to solve the resulting ordinary differential equations. The 
. . 

term, exact solutions of the boundary layer equations, adopted 

by workers in this field, should not-be misleading, in so far 

as it refers to a solution of the boundary layer equations 

over the entire flow regine, irrespective of whether it has 

been obtained analytl ca.lly or by riuneri cal methods. 

J.4 NUMERICAL METHODS 

It is not surprising then that numerical methods 

were used as early as the JO's although conputiTig equipment 

was scarce. With the advent of the fBst conputers the use of 

numerical methods was generalized and several flnite-differ

ence teclmiqu.es were developed in an attempt to obtain accurate 

solutions of the bou..ndary leyer equ.stions. Definit.e advan

ta.ges of numerical methods over other existing methods of 

solution are that they CB.n h0ndle complicated fl01·1 problems 

and thot their applicability is not limited to particular 

forms of var3-.stion of the fluid properties, ( \"', K, Cp) 

contained in the equations. In addition, accuracy and the 

possibility of obtaining easily results for any prescribed 

changes of the boundary conditions, including discontinuities, 

http:teclmiqu.es
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and·. capa.bili ty to handle a variety of boundary layer problems 

with a minimum of ad~itional effort, are sufficient reasons 

to justify the increasing use of n~merical methods. 

At a first glance it night appear that there already 

exist many different numerical techniques t}:lat hsve been 

appliecl to boundary laye+ problems, end indeed, many nu::-nerical 

solutions are available in the literature. However, there 

exist but a few successful nethods that have been proposed •. 

Qthers appe9r as modifications or extensions of previously 

suggested techniques and much of the litergture concerns 

investigation of a particular proble~ rather than development 

of a 0 gencraln method ap:plic2.ble to a V.'.-:-iriety of boundary 

lay er flovrs. In w1:8 t follows, the most successful nethocls 

that have been sug~ested at recent times will be reviewed 

briefly 8nd their adv.-::intages ancl shortcornin3,;s wi 11 be 

discussed. This topic will be del~ed into again in this 

study after t~e procedure develo)e1 in t~is report has been 

described, so thnt a cor1ps;rison cB.n be made. 

For several years Smith and Clutter's method (RJ6 

R40) has been widely used. Their procedure, as applied to 

incompressible flows, involved the definition of a stream 

function \..V through the relc~tions 

u = 	"a\IJ 
()y 

V=- d\µ
()x 
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By the introduction of a dimensionless "height" 

n =y~ Ue/V x
1 

and a di~ensionless stream function f (x ,n) = 

tp/~Ue V x the equation of mom en turn ( 9a.) transforms to a 

non-linear partial differential equation in f of third order 

with respect to n and first order with respect to x. To 

solve .this eqtu=i.tion the x-derivatlve.s are replaced by flni te 
. . 

differences while the n-derivatives are left in differential 

form, an idea advanced by Hartree ani WoBersley (R41), ained 

at reducing the partial differential equation to an ordinary
•. 

one in n. Details of their met~od of solution can be found 

in (RJ6 - Rl~O) and will not be d_:i.scussecl here. 

Their :method was used successfully in the coni~)utation 

of several bound.r1ry layer prob1e·;-:ts. Adv.::rnt9.ges of the method 

are said to be: 

a) The ~et~od is inherently stoble. . 

b) It reduces the proble~ to the solution of 

ordinary differential equstions 

c) It produces highly accurate results· 

d) The transformed equations exhibit no 

si.n.gulari ty 

~) There are no difficulties in starting the 

solution in the region neDr the leading 

edge since the tra~sformed equation ttshows 

a. very good bel1avi our at the origin" • 

The most serious disadvantage of this.method is the 

difficulty in satisfying the boundary conditions et the outer 
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edge. This difficulty necessitates additional assurn.ptions 

at the outer edge in or~er to make the integration possible, 

as ~n initial value problem starting at the wall. The 

computed values of the functions are compared with the 

desired values, the assumed conditions are corrected and the 

process repeated until the outer conditions are satisfie~. 

Though t~is iteration method of satisfying boundary conditions 

is acceptable in cases when a single condition is imposed at 

the outer edge, it is quite cumbersone when the momentum and. 

ener~y equations are coupled (compressibl~ flow cases) and it 

can leqd to large computing ti~es. 

Stability of the method is not ascertained. S~ith 

and Clutter report (R39) that irt their computation of a 

linearly ret3rde1 flow over a flat plate, an error of one in 

the sixth decimal point in the initial profile ca~ produce a 

difference of orie in the second de~imal point near the separ

ation point, located at a distance x=0.96 fron1 t~c1e origin. 

Such a sensitivity of the method is unacceptable, for the 

mere resi.son th.gt· it is extreriely difficult to obtain (exper

imentally or otherwise) profiles accurate· to the sixth 

decimal point. 

It is also reported that there exists a rather 

severe liF1ita.tion on the step size 6X to be used. In their 

calculations x/ .LlX has to be lrnpt less than 25. For smaller 

values of X the solutions diverged, Rn evidence of instabil

ity. Besides, small step sizes 6X are essential.near 



separation points or in any region where changes in the 

outer flow take place rapidly. 

To start the numerical integration their method 

requires specific8,tion of u and C>u/ ux (and for con:tpressible 

flows'T and oT/ox) in contradiction of th~ compatibility 

conditions (~51). 

There is no clear indication as to the computation of 

the norm8l velocity component, v, and its behaviour is not 

taken into account ~uring the course of the calculRtions. 

This last rer:iar~:c applies to all mmiericAl :-nethocls that t1se a 

trBnsformation to elin1inr1te v fro1n the momentur.1 and energy 

e~uations by auto~8tically-(i.e., upon ~ubstitutlon) satisfy

ing the continuity equation, which is disc0rded. This may 

lead to violation of the conpatibility condi~ions for the 

starting profiles and in some cases the results may become . 

eroneous (R51). 

For the reasons stated, the method cannot be considered 

a generally appli ca.blc one, though it produc~d good results 

in many cases. 

Wu (R42) developed an explicit-finite difference 

method for the solution of the boundary layer problems. 

While resulta obtained by hip are in good agreement with 

known solutions, one must be very C8reful with t~e choice of 

the proper step sizes. SiBply reducing the step_ sizes does 

not always improve the results. 
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As is always the case with explicit finite-difference 

methods the step sizes are limited by stability considerations. 

In Wu's method the stability criterion is 

where u is the velocity at any point in the boundary layer. 

Since u approaches zero near the wall this criterion necessi

tates a small .6X and, cont?equently, a large number of steps 

have to be taken in the x-direction. In problems with 

adverse pressure gradient or injectibn, w~en u tends to zero 

at some interior point, .6X nust ~pproach zero and the scheme 

fails. A similar difficulty appears when .6Y has to be taken 

small in order to obtain accurate profiles further downstream, 

when the starting profile is ·complicated, as in the case of a 

boundary layer - jet interaction. 

Wu was the first to recommend use of the exact 

boundary conditions at the leading edge as starting profiles 

as described. previously. However, one would not recommend 

general use of a~ explicit finite difference method. 

Baxter and Fluegge-Lotz (R44) modified the boundary 

layer equations using the Crocco transformation (Rh5). An 

explicit finite difference scheme was then used to solve the 

resulting equations. It was found that the method was not 

compleiely satisfactory due to the small step sizes required 

to ensure stability. Besides, the Crocco transformation 

exhibits a ·singularity at the outer edge of the boundary 
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·layer and this must be taken into account, when the numerical 

approximations are made. Another disadvFmtage of method's 

bas~d on the Crocco transformation is that they cannot handle 

velocity profiles with overshoot. Such velocity profiles 

occur 1n certain cases of heated walls with. favourable 

pressure gradient and this effect becomes.~ore important for 

boundary layer flows with he11.um injecti.on (Rl+-6). In these 

cases, the_ velocity at some points in the boundary layer 

exceeds the free stre8n velocity. 

To overcome these difficulties Fluegge-Lotz and Yu 

(R47) investigated an explicit finite difference scheme to 

solve the boundary layer equations in the physical plane 

(x, y co-ordinates). However, the method was not found 

.satisfactory and, ~articularly with heated w~lls and high 

Mach numbers, the. step size. requirements were so seYere thz?t 

it was impossible to obtain stable solutions. 

An implicit finite difference sche~e was developed 

by Fluegge-Lotz and 3axter (R48}. This method appears to be 

sufficiently suitable for boundary layer problems. However, 

in order to avoid the extremely involved task of solving a 

great nurnber of non-linear difference equ2. tions, the authors 

have used a linearization or the non-linenr terms, such as 

ug~ and u~~ • Such a. linearizsi.tion introduces an overall 

trunc£~tion error of 0( .6.X) and therefore a S!1all .6.X is 

required to ensure accuracy of the results. 

http:injecti.on
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In order to circur.ifere this difficulty, Davis and 

Fluegge-Lotz (R49) introduced a modified nethod where 3-point 

differences Are use::l to replace the x-d eriva.tives. In this 

case, the tTunc.8tion error is O(~X2 ) but one needs initial 

profiles at two stations x in order to start the calculations. 

Obtaining two sets of initial profiles is, however, quite a 

problem. As it has already been mentioned, use of a 

particular profile et a location x = x restricts the applica
0 

bility of the method to si:!'."nilar flolrn, unless that particular 

set of data has been obtained experimentally, or by use of 

some othe/ethod for the sa~1e flo~ being consider~d. It is 

obvious that requiring two sets of starting profiles compli

CP.tes the problem., a.n.d t}·ds was in fact reported later (R50). 

Reference (R48) is indeed de~oted to the tr~atment of 

"similar" flow proble::ns. Besides, specification of profiles 

at two stations is equivalent to sp~cifying the profiles at 

one station and also u... rescribing the derivatives 'du and VT 
dx o~ 

at that station, a requirement inconsistent with the original 

problem. 

The authors of (R4J) and(R48) fin~ it necessary to 

specify in addition to the longitudinal velocity profile, a 

profile of the normal velocity component, in order to start 

the computation. Ting (R51) shows clearly that this is not 

in agreement with the formulation of the problem. Indeed 

Prandtl (Rl, R52) showed that once the longitudin8l velocity 
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profile is specified it is possible to obtain the normal 

velocity from the equation of continuity. 

Krause (R5J),based on Ting's renarks, reformulated 

the nethod of reference (Rl~8) so as to eliminate the 
\ 

requirement of an initial profile for the normal velocity 

profile. His method is basically the sane as that set forth 

by Fluegge-Lotz and Blattner, except for an iteration scheme 

for the computation of the normal velocity component. It 

appears th9t such an iterat:i.on, not only elif'.lin8tes the 

difficulties at the start of the integration but it als5 

improves the results. However, Krause's method still suffers 

from the shortcomings of the Flueg~e-Lotz and Blattner method, 

namely that of the linea.r·ization of the non..,.liner~r terms and 

the requirenent of an accurate starting profile for the 

longitudinal velocity component s~ecified at some location. 

Pallone (R54) suggested a different approach to the 

numerical solution of the boundary layer equ?Jtions. The 

boundary layer is divided into a number of strips (four br 

six) perBllel to the wall, and th~ equations are integrated 

from the w2:ll to the various strips, where the velocity and 

t~mpereture profiles have ~een approximated by a polynomial 

ln y. The advantage of the method is that it re,iuces the 

equations to a set of ordinary differential equ8tions. 

However, since a polynomial is fitted through.a large nrnnber 

of points in each strip, one would question the accuracy of 

http:iterat:i.on
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the·method, in so far as there is no guarantee that such a 

fit can always be made, or that the method would converge to 

the. exact solution as the nm:iber of strips is increa.sed. The 

polynomials can be greatly different fro~ the exact profiles 

between the fitting points. 

Recently, Cebeci, Smith and Wang (R55) presented a 

new method C8pable of handling both compressible and incom

pressible turbulent· or lam~nar flows. A stream-function is· 

1-ntroducerl and the Probstein-Elliot/LeYy-Lees transform~1tton 

is used to reduce the syste~ of the boundary layer equation 

to a set of ordingry differential equations. However, the 

transformation equ9tions used in their method are a natural 

consequence of seeking si~ilarity solutions. Linearization 

is necessary in this method ~s well, in order to avoid 

solution of non-linear difference equations, after the finite

di fference subs tJ.. tutions are made. · 

The method appears as a modification and extension of 

the older Smith and Clutter methods. Special attention to 

the boundary conditions at the outer edge is necessary a~ain. 

It is reported that double precision arith~etic was used in 

some cases in order to reduce.the trunc8tion error. The 

results presented (all of them in terms of skin friction and 

heat transfer coefficients) agree quite well with available 

data. 
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From the previous discussion one may conclude that 

there is still a need for a satisfactory finite-difference 

method that would avoid the shortcomings of the methods 

suggested up to now, and that would satisfy most of the 

following requirements: 

1. 	 The method should be simple, accurate and fast. 

2. 	 It should h~ndle reliably many problems of ~oundary 

layer flow. 

· J. One should be able to start the integration from 

the leading edge using the exact bounda~y conditions 

there. 

4. 	 Stability of the method should be independent of 


the choice of the step sizes. 


5. 	 Linearizations that inrirease the truncation error 

should be avoided. 

6. 	 Boundary conditions should be' easy to satisfy even 

in the presence of discontinuities. 

7. 	 The normal velocity component should be easy to 

calculate and should be used during the course of 

the computations in order to improv~ the accuracy 

of the results. 

8. 	 Starting profiles of u and T and at one station 


only should be required. 


9. 	 A minimuCT of additional effort should be required 

in order that tl1e method handles a different boundary 

lRyer problem. 
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10~ 	 Any variation of fluid properties and wall or free 


stream. conditions inclucing discontinuities should. 


be easily accounted for. 


In what follows an implicit finite difference technique 

will be described for the solution of the boundary layer 

equations. Several problems were investigated using this 

new technique, in an effort to exa.mJ.ne the sui t9hili ty of 

the method for use with the complicated non-similar boundary 

lsyer flows. It is believed th9t this procedure does not 

hsive the shortcomings of the nethods discussed in this -section. 

http:exa.mJ.ne


4. TEE FINITE DIFFER~p!CE_;?_Q.~UT±..Ol1_ OF TEE BOUNDARY L'\YEH · 

As a first step to the solution of the system of 

equations (8) to (11), the equations are made dimensionless. 

Handling of dinensipnless equations is convenient from the 

point of view that all variables stay in scale during the 

computations, and direct comp2rison of results is easier. 

For convenience, the system of the boundary lByer 

equations is re-written here. 

Conti nuj_ ty 

o< el!_L +· ocev) = o ( 8)
()x oy 

Hot ion 

o.u ()u + ev () u_ = - d p . + _Q_ ( \.(. ~ u ) (9)\ ox OY dx Oy \ uY 

Energy 

f\CpudT.+ nCuvOT = u.2:R+ .£._(K()T) + \..l(~u ) 2 . ( 10) 
t' ()x ' 0 y dx ay ()y \ yl 

State (ideal ges): 

P= pRT (11) 

The folloNing subst:L tutions are nade: 
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(26) 

~- x 
X=- (27)

L 

( 28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(J2) 

(33) 

-~- T - 'I'w
T=---- or ( J4) 

Te - Tw 

-t-- T- Tw
T=-- ( J.5)

AT0 

.6T0 = T - T. ( J6 ) e w 

Stars denote dimensionless variables. L is a characteristic 

length of the body, the subscript e denotes m9in stream values 

and the subscript w, values at the wall. . The ter1per9ture is 

made dimensionless so as to vary from zero at the wall to 1 

at the outer edge. In this way ~irect comparison between the 

tenperature and velocity profiles can be made. If the wall 

temperature is equal to the free stream temperature or if the 

heat flux ::md not the te:!lperatu:re at the wall is glven, a 

convenient definition of a dimensionless temperature is 



*T =T/Te- Subsequent discussion is based on the definition 

of equation (34). If (34) does not apply, the modification 

is ·obvious. 

Substituting for u, .v, •.• T, from (25) to (3l-t-) into 

equations (8) to (11) one obtains after some elementary 

algebra the following equivalent set: 

Continui'ty 

()(pt.) 
(37)".:'\·r.- +

CJX . 

. . 
Hot ion 

Energy 

State 

(39) 

(40) 

or ( L.J.Oa) 

In deriving the dimensionless equation of state, use is made 

of the fact that in the boundery layer the pressure p(x ,y)
1 
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remains constant on any line (x=x1 ). Then, since (11) 

applies throughout the boundary layer, one obtains from (11): 

whence (40) is obtained. 

The quantities in brackets in equation (38, 39) are 

evaluated as follows: 

J.~=-~-· (41) 
L fJeDe Re 

u 2 
--·e . =-E 

Cpei}.To 


Ke Ke 1 (43)------- = -~--.--
Re£> eCPeUeL Cpe fle 

(44) 

Re is the Reynolds number, E is the Eckert number and 

Pr is the Prandtl number, all based on free stream conditions. 

One may note the following concerning the physical signlfi

cance of the dimensionless numbers Re, Pr, E. The Reynolds 

number represents the ratio of the inertia forces to the 

friction forces. The Eckert nu~ber rel8tes the temperature 

increase through adiabatic compression in the boundary layer 

(this temperature increase is equal to Ue2/2Cpe (R2)) to the 

temperature difference between the mai~ stream and the body. 

Heat .effects due to friction and compression are important if 

E = 0 ( 1). It· can be proved (R2) that the Eckert nu:riber is 

http:Cpei}.To
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related to the Mach nunber M=U through the equation
8 

/C8 

T .2E = ( 0 - 1 )M . e (45)
Tw - Te 

where 2) = Cp/Cv, the ratio of specific heats of the medium, 

and Cs is the speed of sound at the ma.in stream conditions. 

The Prandtl number depends only on the properties of 

the medium. For gases Pr is 0(1) while for liquia.s it is 

much greater (0(103) for oils). The thickness of the temper

ature boundary layer is proportional, to a first approxima
1

tion, to Pr-2. 

Substituting from (41) to ·(4l}) into equations (JS) 

ancl ( 39) the following dimensionless boundary lay er equ~1 tions 

are obtained: 

Continuity 

~f)U) + () ( (?V) = O {46)
()x () Y 

Motion 

~u '"\u dp 1 """':\ 'u
ou-CJ- + ov 0 + 0 ( u CJ ) (47)c ox c -oi = - dx Re ~Y 1 C)y· 

Energy 

C 0 ()T C dT 1 () (K~YT )
pl u();z+ ppv()y = RePr ()y u 

-EfL ()u 2 dpJ(--) - u-.l Re ()y dx 

State 

(49) 
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Stars heve been dropped but it will be understood that all 

quantities in equations (46) to (49) are dimensionless 

(except Te, Tw, l:::,.T0 in (4-9)) • .All quantities referred to 

from now on will be dimensionless too, unless otherwise 

stated. 

Expressions for the viscosity ~ , thermal conductivity 

K, and specific heat Cp, as functions of temperature of the 

form 

yt= 'f (T) (50) 

K =·K(T) (51) 

Cp=Cp{T) (52) 

complenent the system of equations (46) to (49). 

Boundary conditions usually imposed on equations 

(LJ-6) to (48) are: 

a.t 	 the wall, y = 0 

U=O 

T = 0 or 

T=T0 (x) or 

( 	C)T ) = q ( x)
·'dy y = 0 

V= 0 or 

V=v0 (x) 

at the outer edge, y --s> o6 

U=l 

T=l 

http:l:::,.T0
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4.2 THE Nm'iERICAL METHOD 

4.2.a 	 Finite Difference Approximations of the Nom~ntum and 

Energy Eaua.tions 

Paskonov (R58) has pointed out that it is possible to 

write 	both the equa.tions of motion and energy in the form 

ar C)f C) df 
a- + b- == -	 ( c-) + d + ef (53)

()x OY oy CJy 

where f stands for either the velocity u or the tenperature T. 

The coefficients a, b, c, d, e, may depend on u or T and their 

derivatives. It is easy to bring equations (47) and (48) to 

the form of equation (53). The coefficients are respectively 

Motion: (54) 

(_55) 

(56) 

- µC1-	 (57)
Re 

(59) 

Energy: 	 a2g~ + b2~~ = O~ (c2~~) + d2 +e2T (60) 

= Cp pu (61)a2 

(62) 
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(6J) 

(64) 

(65) 

Since both equations (54) and (60) are similar to the 

general equation (5J), discussion will be focused on (5J). 

The conclusions will concern both (54) and (60), taking into 

account the coefficients defined by (55) to (59) and (61) to 

( 65). 

Following Paskonov (R58), equation (49) is solved by 

an implicit finite difference scheme in the x and y plane. 

A rectangular grid is constructed 

X =I~X (66) 

Y=N~Y (67) 

where 1 ~ I £.IX and 1 ~ N ~NY, IX, NY being the number of 

points in the x- and y-directions respectively. An auxiliary 

net 

X = (I+~) ~X (68) 

. y = (N + !) ~y (69) 

is superimposed (Figure J). 

The coefficients a, b, c, d, e are computed at the 

auxiliery net, i.e., at the "central points of the basic grid. 

The terms in (SJ) are replaced by their corresponding 

difference approximations as follow~: 
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N + 1 

N + ! 

N-~ 

N - 1 

_____.,__ __..,__..,__ _.,._--tti--

I I 
- - - - -f - - - -.f- -· - -

---

1 I 

I 
-1- 

I 

I 
--J..

1 
-- ~y 

____.,.__....,.__..,__...__....,.~----

·r "1I-1. --2 I I+iI+l 

X = I~X I 


Figure J: 	 Rectangular grid for the 

finite difference nethod 
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N N 
2 

adf == ( N ) f I - ~I - 1 + J._ ~X () f_ (70)
ox aI - ! ~x 2 ()x2 

N 

b C) f = b I - ~ fS ( fN + 1 _ fN - 1 ) + ( 1 _ S } ( fN + 1 _ fN - 1 ~ 
8y 2EYt I I I-1 I-1~ 

1 .6.Y2 ()3r (71)
6 ()y3 

= _l_fs(rN+1_2fN+fN-1) CN 1 

.6.Y2 l I I I I - 2 

N+l· N N N l 
+ (1 - S) ( f I - 1 - 2fI - 1 + f I - 1) CI - ~ ~ 

+ 0 ( .6. y2) (72) 

'd dN (73)= I i-2 

N N N
ef = _ i (1 - S) f I _ 1 + SfI ( 74)e1 

In equations ( 71), (72) and ( 74), S is an averaging 

parameter. In order thBt no restriction is placed on the step 

sizes X and Y, S should be chosen in the range !- ~ S" 1. 

4.2.b Solution of the Finite Difference Eauations 

Substituting from (70) to (74) into (53) and 

rearranging terms, the following difference equation is 

obtained 
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(75) 


where 

N S~N 1 N N-1~ (76)0( = - - bI 2 + ~ (CI .!. +CI 1=-)
2~Y - 2 L..J.Y - 2 - 2 

N ar .!. s t N + 1 N 'N ln = __-__g_ + --~ c .!. + 2c1 .!. + CI 2- ( (77)1tt7 . ~X 2 (~Y) c., - 2 - 2 - 2 J 

l NN s 1 N+ 1 N ~ (78)~ =-- bI .!_ - A (CI .!_ + CI J:_)o 2!:iY - 2 L:l.Y - 2 - 2 
. . 

N ( 1 - S) {bN 1 ( N N - 1)( N - 1

b == 2 ~y I - i + ~y CI - t + CI - i ) f I - 1 


N

laI - .!_ ( 1 - S) ~ri·N + 1 N N - 1 N ~~ N+ _=-=-..a.. - 2 ~CI .!. + 2CI .!. + CI .:l) - el .!. fr 1 
~X 2 f.AY ) - 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 

(1-s)\bN 1 N+1 N 1 N+1 

- 2 A Y .l I - } - AY ( CI - } + CI - ! ) J f I - 1 


(79) 

Equation (75) enables one to compute the values of f 

along the grid line I provided that the values of f on the 

previous grid line (I - 1) and the values of the coefficj_ents 

a., b, c., d, e on the grj_d line (I - ! ) are known. Boundary 

conditions for f at the wall and at the outer edge should also 

be specified. In most cases 
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N = 1 ON = 1, Wall: 	 fr = ( 80) 

f N =NY lN =NY , 01U t er Edge: 	 I = ( 81) 

(The particular for~ of equations (80) and (81) can be 

determined from the prescribed boundary conditions. It is 

easy to see th8t (80) and (81) are the actual boundary 

conditions for the velocity u, and for T in the case where 

the wall tempereture is specified.) 

In this _fashion one may proceed fron grid 11!'le (I - 1) 

to line (I) and so on to integrate the equations. The values 

of f on the grid line_ (I = 1) are known, once a starting profile 

for f (i.e., u and T) has been specified. However, the 'Values 

of the coefficients a, _b, c, d, e on the grid llne (I - ~) are 

still unknown. Thus, one has to compute these coefficients 

as functions of unknown functions. This can be achieved by 

iteration in the usual way. In the first approximation the 

values of a function on the (I - 1) th line are assumed for the 

corresponding points on the rth line. 

It can be seen from ( 76) that otN <0. A1so from 

( 77), / <0, in general, since b is 0 ( v), ( eouEition ( 56, 

62)) while c/~Y is 0(1/~Y). Obviously, gN) 0 and 

moreover 

( 82) 


as it can be verified by direct substitution fron (76) to 

(78) into (82). 
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This lest remark suggests that direct use of the 

recurrence relation (75) should be avoided.. This is because· 

in order to compute a particular value of rN 
1 one would have to 

subtract very nearly equal numbers, and so large errors may 

arise, especially at the start of the calculetions, since 

both u and T increase almost exponentially with N. 

Therefore a different procedure has been employed 

{R6J, R64). It will be noted that all quantities stay in 

scale duri~g the coraputations by this met~od. 

N NWe require two quantities A and B· termed "forcing 

f
N 
1coefficients", such that for any the rel8tion 

(83) 


holds. If (79) is to be true for any f N1 one finds, taking 

(80) into account that 

(84) 

(85) 

Applying (SJ) with N - 1 instead of N th.ere results 

f~ - 1 =AN - lf~ + BN - 1 (86) 

N-1Substituting for fl from (86) into (75) one obtains 

N -~N 
(87)fr= J'AN-1+ gN 

Direct comparison bf (83) and (87) shows that 
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(88) 


rN - YBN - 1BN = _u____v._.____ (89) 
o(NAN - 1 + ~N 

Starting with the kno-vm values of A1 and Bl one may 

N Nproceed to find A and B in the direction of increasing N by 

use of (BS) and ( 89). Knot·1ing AN and BN for all 1 	(..._ N ~NY,""" -.;::: 

one can easily determine all f~ from (SJ) starting with the 

boundary condition at t~e outer edge(81). 

Note th8t if .AN - 1 .( 1, then 

N N
N/ _v0 <-}A ~ --=1 

". o(N + 6N - ON 

by use of ( 82). Since Al= 0, this establishes that 0 ~PP!_ 1 

for all N. Since f~ 1 s generally less than 1 (or, a.t any 

rate bounded) it can be seen from (83) that BN will also be of 

the same order of magnitude as AN. 

It is seen the~ trat use of (SJ) instead of (75) is 

advantageous fron! the computational point of vl ew. Horeover, 

this method for solving difference equati~ns of the type of 

(75) 	 is faster t~an conventional matrix methods. To 

N oN,illustrate the point, suppose that the coefficients o{ , {} 

N N ~ , 5 in (75) are constant, then use of (83) requires only 

three multiplications and two divisions per point per line, 

while matrix methods involve inversion of the matrix of the 

coefficients o{N, gN, ~N and post-multiplication 	of the 



Ninverse matrix by the vector of the "constants". ~ • The 

last operation alone requires NY multiplications per point, 

per line. 

4.2.c 	 Finite Difference Anuroximation of the Continuity 

Equation 

The finite difference expression for the terms in the 

continuity equation (42) are 

() .( Qu) 1 f N N N + 1 N + 1 l 
CJ x = 	 2!:.X l ( f:' u) I - ( t'u) I - 1 + ( ~u) I - ( t'u) I - 1 J' 9O) 

d( f'V) 	=·-1_ f( v)N + ~ - ( v)N i l (91)oy AY l t' I - 2 £' I - 2 ) 

The particular choice of expressions (90) and (91) 

11 es in the fact that the truncation errors are snall (0 ( 6.X2) 

and 0( ~Y2 )). Also t:he truncated terms involve only third 

order derivatives of ( pv) with respect to y. This is 

important since the secon9- derive ti ves may a.ssume large 

values near the wall. 

Subs ti tuting ( 90) and ( 91) into (L1-6) one obtains: 
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Having computed the values of u and T a.t a.11 grid 

points on the llnes (I), (I-~), (I-1), equation (92) is 

used to calculate the normal velocity component v starting 

from the known boundary con.di ti on at the wall (N = 1). 

4.2.d The Comnutation of the Boundary L9yer Parameters 

The displacement thickness, wall shear and heat 

transfer are computed fron finite-difference approximations 

of equations (14, 15, 16). In the calculation of the 

displacement thickness Simpson's rule is used for the 

evaluation of the integral. Thus: 

+ 0( 6Y5) (93) /. 

.Also 

L:w = \Aw6llY ( 8 )1 uz - 9u3 + 2u4 (" /J)+ 0 1-},y .. (94) 

(95) 

In (93) and (94-), u1 , the velocity a.t the wall, is 

ta.ken to equal zero a.nd the que.ntities in equs.tions (94) a.nd 

(95) are dimensional. 

A dimensionless skin friction may be defined as 

follows: 

'tw 
Cf=--~ (96)

peDe. 
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or, introducing the dimensionless u, end y, fron equations 

(25, 28), 

Cf== }A-·w 1 ( () u ) (97)fe Re ()y y = 0 


and Cf ~ay be computed numerically from 


1Cf == fl w - - ( 18u2 - 9u3 + 2u4) ( 98)f"-e Re 

A heat transfer coefficient ) may be defined, such 

that according to Newton's law of cooling, the qua.ntity of 

heat exchanged between the solid and the fluid per unit area 

a.nd time is: 

(99) 

Introducing the dimensionless temperature ~ and ~ from 

equations (34) and (28), equation (16) assurnes the form 

* Q = _ Kwh~ ( d T ) 
:;-;::- (100)L CJ"!/' w 

Introd~cing the dimensionless Nusselt number 

')L
Nu= (101)

Kw 

(100) beco:a1es 

oT 
( :'\~· ) (102)

VY w 

and ta.1:1ng into account tha.t ·~ = Qw, and equati0n ( 99) one 

obtains 

Nu=  (lOJ) 
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The Nusselt number may be thus used to ch.~u"acterize the heat 

transfer at the wall. It may be computed from the equation 

Nu= - _l_ ( 18T2 - 9T3 + 2T4) (104)6AY 

where all the quantities are dimensionless and T = 0
1 

according to (J4). 



.5. CONVERGENCE AI\D STABILITY 

Whenever a. differential equation is replaced by a 

finite difference approximation one nust investigate the 

convergence and the stability of the difference scheme. Let 

D represent the exact solution of a differential equation, 

.6. the exact solution of the difference equation end A the 

numerical solution of the difference equation. Then, (D - D. ) 

is called the truncation error. It arises because of the 

finite distance between the poi~ts of the difference net. 

Convergence is concerried with the conditions under which 

A-+ D. ( ~ - A) is called the nunerical error. Though 

(A - .A) msy consist of several errors -;:re may consider that it 

is basic0lly due to round-off ei-·rors during the com;Jutations. 

Finding the condi ttons under which (D - ."'1) re11ains small 

throughout the entire region of integration is a proble~ of 

stability. 

The problems of the convergence and stability of 

finite difference schemes used to solve non-linear partial 

differential equBtions has not been resolved completely up 

to now. More difficulties are encountered when a study of the 

stability of a system of such equBtions is attempted. 

Convergence may be ascertained if the truncation 

error involve1 in replacing the differential by difference 

quotients goes to zero as the step sizes go to zero. That 

60 
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the finite.difference approximations used in this study 

satisfy this requirement can be noted -fro:n. equations (70) 

to ( 72). 

The faster the truncBtion error goes to zero,_ the 

more accurate is the difference approximation and it would be 

expected that the numerical solution would approximate the 

exact solution more accurately. 

However, convergence does not guarantee stability. To 

ensure stability of a nwuerical scheme, one must ensure 

that an error occurred in the computations will remain 

bou~'1ded. Von Neur1ann -suggested. tha.t the stability of a finite 

difference method may be determined by considering the growth 

of the general error terfil. To do so one must perform a 

Fourier series expansion of a line of errors. 

A lucid account of Von Neumann's theory may be 

found in (R59), (R61). However, oniy partial ~ifferential 

equations wit~ constant coefficients can be treated using 

this method, and to the best of the author's knowled5e, no 

general method of treating the stability of numericel sche1:1-es 

approximating non-lineo.r partial differential equations is 

available up to the present time. 

An approximate stability analysis for the case in 

hand can be performed if the following a.ssumptions are nade: 

1. 	 The momentum equation domi:n,0tes in determining the 


stability of the finite difference neth9d. With 


this assumption one needs to consider only the 
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stabill ty requlrements for the eq_u.'.1.tion of motion, 

instead of the whole system of equations (46) to 

(48). Blattner anJ Fluegge-Lotz report, (R4J), that 

this assu~nption can be made in so far as 1 t has .been 

justified repeatedly from previous experience. 

2. 	 The mesh sizes are sufficiently s~all so.that the 

coefficients in the equation of motion (l~7) va:ry only 

slightly between adjace~t grid points and can be 

considere1 constant at these points. 

An approximate stability analysis of the finite 

difference scheme presented in this reDort based on these 

assumptions is given in the appendix. The result of the 

analysis indicates that the finite difference scheBe is 

stable for any choice of tf-i.e step sizes ~X and l::l,Y provided 

the aver8ging pB,rarn.eter S is chosen so that 



6. TEE IKTEGB.ATION PROCEDURE 

The basic algori th:n used to a.cco:nplish the nunerical 

integration of the boundary la.yer equBtions is given in 

Figure 4. A' detailed algorithm of the computations is given 

in the appendix along with the compute~ listin3s. 

Wu-type starting profiles have been used throughout 

the computations to be reported in the last section. It has 

been found that use of such profiles leads to quite accurate 

results at a short distance from the leaiin3; edge. 

The 1teration scheme presented in the algoritr..rJ. of 

Figure lt, is one of several alternsites that were examined 

during the course of this study. It was f6und that iteration 

for the nornal velocity v is not necessary in general. In 

most cases, results obtained when iteration for v was 

included differ in the fourth decimal place from the results 

co~put~d without such iteration. 

A different scheme was also exanined for the iter

ation for u and T. In this c9se the scheme i~volved an 

i tere.tion until the profiles of the velocity components u a.nd 

v were established along a particular li~e using only the 

equations of motion and continuity. These profiles were then 

used to compute T from the energy equation. However, it turned 

out that additional iterations for T were necessary, and the 

values of u and v had to be re-co~puted. Although in the end 

I 


http:algoritr..rJ
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/STARTING PROFILES. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
.AT THE WALL AND .AT THE OUTER EDGE 

ASSUNE VJ1LUES OF u, T, v, ON LINE (I+ 1) l__,_____ 

COMPUTE VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS a, b, c, 
----~-~ d, e, OF LINES (I), (I+ i ), (I+ 1) ( EQUATI01'TS 

(55) TO (59) AND (61) TO (65) 

COi'-IPUTS COEFFICI:SI\~TS 0.. • ~ I ~ I s ONI 

LHTE (I + 1) ( EQUATim~s ( 76) TO ( 79)) 

lCOBFUTE FCRCING COEFFICIENTS ALONG LINE 
( I + 1 ) ( E ~Ui1 TI0 KS ( 8 8 ) ~.; r: D ( 89 ) ) 

COMPUTE u AND T ON LINE 
(I+ 1) (EQU1;TION (83)) 

I 
CONFUTE v 1U..iONG LINE (I+ ~) (EQUATION ( 92 )) 

CALCULNTIONS OF u i\KD T ON 
( LHm (I + 1 ) HJ1 VE cmTVERGED 

NO 
NO YES , 

REPLACE ASSUMED V.ALUES OF f V~4LUES OF u .Al'~D T Cr·! TEIS \ 
_..,,,,__,.__._u, T, v, ·m~ LINE (I+ 1) BY I LHTE DIFFER BY LESS TEA~T 
~ TEE COHPU'TED VALUES ON A SPECIFI"2D TOLS.Fii\I:!CE FHOi"I f-31 

THIS LINE THOSE o~ PEEVIOUS LINE 

YES 

s·roP 

Figure 4. Basic Conputer Algoritlm 
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the results were identica.l to those obtained_ by the algori thi:i 

of Figure 4, almost twice as many iterations were necessary 

and the conputer time was increa.sed by approximately 407b. 

This was expected since the momenttLrn. and contlnuity equations 

involve the density e ' and satisfactory profiles for u and v 

can be obtained only after p , 1. e. , T, has been calculated. 

The n1unber of iterations to establish profiles along 

a particular line was invaria.bly small. With a tolerance of 

0.001 for convergence of the velocity and temperature profiles 

along a line, an average of 10 iterations per line was required 

at the start of the calculations for the flow over a flat 

plate. Farther downstream, after the first 5 stations, the 

number of ite~ations never exceeded three. 

6 .1 DISCUSSI0!1J OF C0!1IPUTER RUNS 

Results obtained with the algorithm. of Figure 4 at 

the tenth station do!tmstream from the edge i:vere accurate to 

the second decimal point. Near the twentieth· station accuracy 

in the third decimal point was obtained and beyond the 5oth 

station the profiles chan~ed by less than 0.0001. The 

greatest changes occurred always near the wall. 

As it has been nentioned already there is no lirnita

tion on the step sizes ~X and ~y to be used. in the numerical 

integration. provided 1 ~S ~~· Several computer runs were 

made in a effort to investigate the influence of the step 

sizes on the accuracy of the results and on the computer time. 
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The results of such a series of r~ns with different step size 

ratios are presente4 in the last section for the case of a 

flat plate at zero incidence. It may be noted here, that 

step size ratios in the region 

have been found to produce accurate results in most cases. 

From equgtions (70) to (72) it is clear that use of small ~X 

is recommended in order thsit the truncatlon error of t:r..e 

finite differe~nce approximation for ~~ (equation (66)) remains 

small. However, use of small ~X would require !!lany steps 

in the x-directlon in order to cover a sufficient distance in 

the downstream direction. It was found that a step size 

ratio 

produces results accurate to the 4t~_decimal point and at the 

same time enabl2s one to proceed with large steps in the 

downstream direction. For ratios 

AX >100
!:::. y 

less accurate results were obtained and approximately twice 

as many iterations per line were necessary to ensure conver

gence of the profiles at a particular station, RS compared to 

~xthe nur'lber of iterations when ~y = 20. Iteration for the 

normal velocity component v was found to improve the accuracy 
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of the results in this case. It was also found that while 

the computation of the longitudinal velocity U is relatively 

insensitive to the use of large step ratios (error in the 

fourth decimal place in the case of a flat plate with 6.X = 100)
6.Y 

the computation of the normal velocity component v is subject 

to severe errors when iteration for v is not used (error in the 

second decimal point for the same case). Iteration for v 

increases the computer time by approximately 10% an~ gives 

values of v accurate to 1% for the flat plate with ~~ = 100 

The computer time is invariably small. For 100 points 

in the y-direction an~ 100 stations in the x-direction with 

outputs at 10 stationsi the computer time on the CDC 6400 

is 25 seconds for the incompressible boundary layer on a flat 

plate at zero incidence and 35 seconds for the compressible 

flow in the same case. Computer time for other case studies 

is of the same order of magnitude, i.e., approximately 0.25 

seconds per station for the incompressible and 0.35 seconds 

per station for the compressible boundary layer. 



7. CASE STUDIES 

Several boundary layer flow problems were solved 

using the method developed in this report, in order to 

evaluate the accuracy and speed of the finite difference 

technique. The examples presented in this section have been 

chosen from the cases where accurate solutions have already 

been obtained by other methods, so that direct comparisons 

can be made. 

7.1 BOUFQA?.Y LAYER mJ A FLAT P1=_j\TE, IWCOEPRESSIBLE FLOH 

This is the simplest example of the applic8tion of 

the boundary layer equations. Historically, this was the 

first boundary layer case treated. by Blasius (R16) in his 

Doctor's thesis at Goettingen, in order to illustrate the 

application of Prandtl's boundary layer theory. Several 

investigators have since then confirmed Blasius' results. 

For an account of previous work on this problem reference 

(R2) may be consulted. 

This flow problem has been solved using the present 

method, because it provides a good test of the accuracy of 

the numerical technique, since exact solutions a.re available • 

. The dimensionless boundary layer equations to be 

solved in this case are: 
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U=V=O 

U=l 

The results obtained are plotted in Figure 5 for 

the longitudinal velocity component, Figure 6 for the normal 

velocity component, and Figure 7 for tl:.e dimensionless local 

shear stress at the wall, and are compared to Eowarth's (R64) 

results. The excellent agreenent in all cases may be noted 

from these plots. Table 1 presents A study of the dependence 

of the longitudinal velocity u, on the ratio of the step 

sizes ~X/ ~Y. It is seen from this table that the v2riatj_on 

of the results is negl{gible (4th decimal point). A similar 

study for the normal velocity component v is given in Figure 8. 

In this case results obtained with and without iteration for v 

are presented. It may be noted that for large step size ratios 

6.X/ 6.Y, iteration for v is necessary in order to obtain 

acnurate results. 

Figures 9 and 10 show the variation of computer time 

with the number of points in the y-direction and the number of 

stations in the x-direction. Total time and average time per 

station are shown. It is seen that the computer time is 

indeed small. 
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Table 1 

n~cor.~PRESSIBLE BOUYDARY Ll~YEH 0!'~ A FL~-"!T PLATE 

T}IE LmTGrCUDDLAL VELOCI11Y COMPONENT tu 

r -· 
'.I!CHU~?.TE ~-:;:(·es e~ t =·~ethod 

( R6L~) ioo ;y-po~~ ~ts 

~X/bY 0.1 I 1 I- 10 1 50 
n::::;:,>fe\ u:.x 

r 

0 0 0 0 0 0
0.2 0.066L~1 o. 06625. 0.06601 0.06592 0.06576o.h 0.13277 0.13250 0.13228 0.13214 0.13206
o.6 ·0.19894 0.19876 0.19B5h 0.19828 0.19813o.s 0. 26l.+-h80. 26'-' 71 o. 26 1 ~·65 O. 26L,.37 0. 26L1.23
1.0 0.32979 0.32972 0.32963 0.32950 0.32938
1.2 0.39378 0.39375 0.39368 0.39363 0.39359
1 .1~. o.45627 o.h5624 o.h5616 o.1+5608 0. Li- 5601-1
1.6 0.51676 0.51666 0 • .5166L~ .0.51657 0.51651 
1. 8 0•.57477 O. 57L~70 · 0. 571~·67 0.57461 o. 571rl~9
2.0 0.62977 0.62973 0.62970 0.62966 0.62958
2.2 0.68132 0.68130 0.68129 0.68125 0.681222. LJ, 0.72899 0.72900 0.72895 0.72893 0.72888
2.6 0. 772L~6 o. 7721~8 0.77244 O. 7721H 0.77236
2.8 ·0.81152 0.81154 0.81150 o.s11h7 o.s1143

o.SLL6c5J.O 0.84607 0. 8!~.601 0. 8L~599 0. Slt595
3.2 0.87609 0.87612 0.87607 0.87602 0.87600
J.4 0.901810.90177 0.90175 0.90172 0.901703.6 0.92333 0.92336 0.92328 0.92325 0.923223.8 0.94112 0. 9L~117 0.94111 0.94109 0.941054.o 0.95552 0.95559 0.95552 0.95550 0.955474.L~ 0.97587 0.97596 0.97591 0.97588 0.97586lj,. 8 0.98l79 0.98791 0. 98784· 0.98780 0.987775.2 0•99~25 0.99432 0. 991.4-26 o.99Lt23 0. 99l~l95.6 0. 997L1·8 0.99760 0.99753 0. 997'-~9 0. 997li·56.o 0.99898 0.99911 0.99902 0 ooso5 0.99897 •// ,/6.4 0.99961 0.99976 0.99965 0.99961 0.999566.8 0.99987 1.00000 0. 9999l~ 0.99990 0.999887.2 o. 99996 1.00000 1.00000 0.99995 0. 9999li,7.6 0.99999 
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7. 2 BOUNDARY LflYER ON A FLAT PLATE, COMPRESSIBLE FLOW 

In this case, the system of equations to be solved 

is: 

Y=O U=O 

T=O 

Y~ob U=1 

T=1 

This system.has been solved using the present method. 

The algorithm of Figure4 is employed for the nm:ierical 

solution. Cohen and Reshotko (R65), Brown and Donoughe·(R66) 

a.nd Chapman and Rubesin (R67) ha.ve considered the same problem. 

The velocity and temper~ture profiles obtained by the present 
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method are compared with those of Brown and Donoughe in 

Figures 11 and 12. In order to make direct comparison 

possible, ~ and K are taken as the following functions of 

T (T here is dimensional, 0 R): 

_!_. ::: ( T - 460 ) 0 • 85 
Kw Tw - 460 

T >460 

The agreement .between the results c8n be noted from 

Figures 11 and 12. 

7. J INCOMPRESSIBLE BOUND_4RY LAYER WITH ADVERSE PHESSURE 

GRADIENT 

.A number of investigators have studied the boundary 

layer flow on a flat plate with a linearly retarded velocity 

field 

Ue(x) = 1 - ax 

a= 0.125 

Reasons for studying this flow is that it leads to separation, 

and it provides a good test of the nun1eri cal method, under 

conditions of adverse pressure gradients. Both analytical and 

numerical solutions are available in this case. Howarth (R64) 

was the first to obtain an analytical solution. Leigh (R68) 

presented an extensive study of the flow near the separation 
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Table 2 


SHEAfl_§_!!l~0_S AT TH~JiALI;_fOR ':Qi:g__£LOW 


WI T!!_!QVERSE _PRESSUµE GR!Q.lENT 


ax 

,,,__.,___ 
0.0125 

0.0250 

0.0375 

0.0500 

0.0625 

0.0750 

0.0875 

0.1000 

0.1100 

0.1125 

0.1150 

0.1175 

0.1195 

0.11972 
0. 11986 

---··-----
Eowarth 

(R6h) 
.__w____ 

2.739 

1. 772 

1. 309 

1.011 

0.790 

0.613 

o.459 

0.315 

0.163 

1 

~w(1/a)2 
·-· 

Sr.ii th and 
Clutter (R35) 

1.7713 

1.0106 

0.3155 

0.195 

0.128 

0.034 

0.019 

-
Krause 
(R53) 
--·
2.730 

l.768 

1.306 

1. C09 

0.789 

0.610 

o.456 

0.312 

0.195 

0.161 

0.126 

0.080 

Cebeci et al 
(R55) 

2. 7400 

1.7721 

1.3090 

1. 0093 

0.7898 

0.6115 

o.4573 

0.3137 

0. 19/.t.!.} 

0.1611 

0.1241 

0.0791 

0.0137 

Present 

Method 


2.7356 

1.7693 

1.3072 

1.0079 

0.7896 

0.6083 

o.4552 

0. 3124, 

0.1929 

0.1598 

0. 12'-~2 

0.0822 

0.0305 

0.0194 
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point. Smith and Clutter (RJ5), Krause (R5J) and. Cebeci et al. 

(R55) have obtained solutions by numerical methods. 

The separation point obtained by extrapolation by 

all previous investigators is at·ax = 0.120. The present 

method computed the flow to a point very close to the separa

tion point, up to ax= 0.~1972. The velocity profile near the 

separation point is compRred to that given by Leigh (R68) in 

Figure 13 while .the shear stress at the wall is com.pared with 

results from previous investigat6rs in Table 2. 

7.4 INCOJ.IPRESSIBLE BCUNDARY LAYER ON 11 FLAT PLATE WITH 

CONTINUOUS SUCTION 

Fluid suction has favourable effects on the develop

ment of the boundary layer, in thSLt it reduces the drag on 

the body and ~t stabilizes the boundary layer. Such 

stabilization is understood to account for two effects: 

a) 	 Prevention of separation, i.e., formation of a 

boundary layer which is capable of overcoming 

a greater adverse pressure gradient. 

b) 	 Larri.inar flow is mai~tained at much higher Reynolds 

numbers (approximetely 100 times larger than if no 

suction is applied). 

The effect of suction consists in the removal of 

decelerated particles from the boundary layer. The 

application of suction which was originally tried by Prandtl, 

was later widely used in the design of aircraft wings. 



In order to ensure that a flow with suction satisfies 

the si~plifying conditions of the boundary layer theory, it 
)· 

is necessary 	to limit the suctior velocity at the wall v0 , to 
1 

a magnitude of O(Re-~) {R2). In this case the external flow 

may be ass1Jmed to remain un8ff ected by the presence of 

suction, since the quantity of fluid renoved from the stream 

is so small that only fluid particles in the immediate 

neighbourhood of the wall are sucked away. 

The equations to be solved in this case are: 

ud u + vdu~ == _1_ d 2u 
Ox ()y Re () y2 

Y=O 	 U=O 

v == v0 = cons t <0 

Y~ob 	 U=l 

A particular solution for the fully developed 

botindery layer flow may be obtained in this case by putting 
idu = O. The equation 	of contlnui ty then gi ve_s v( x ,y) =v = e>x 0 

canst. and the equation of motion becomes: 

du 1 () 2u 
v--
03y - Re~ 

which has the solution: 

u{y) = 1 - exp (v Re y)
0 
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with v(x,y) =v 0 Z,_ 0 

The local shear stress coefficient at the wall is given by 

Cw = _1_ ( () u ) = _1_ ( -voR e ) = - Vo 
Re C)y w Re 

This silution.may be regarded as an "asynptotic 

suction solution". It was in fact shown by Iglisch (R69) that 

this asymptotic case is reached after a length of about 

4 
x :::: -.-:-z- ' 

Re v0 

Iglisch (R69) made a detailed study of the development 

of the boundary layer on a flat plate with continuous suction 

applied from the leading edge •. 

This problem was solved by the present method. The 

results obtained are compared to Iglisch's results in Figure 

14 for the longitudinal velocity profile, an1 in.Tables J and 

4 for the asymptotic velocity profile and the shear stress at 

the wall respectively. The agreenent of the results is quite 

good. The asymptotic velocity profile for v =-10-J a,nd 

Re= 106 was found by the present method at x =4. 0098 in 

excellent agreement with Iglisch's prediction. At that 

station, the normal velocity component at all points across 

the boundary layer was equal to the value at the wall and the 

profile of the longitudinal velocity component differed by 

less than 10-5 from the values at the previous station. Since 

a considerable distance along the flat plate had to be 

covered, in order to reach the asymptotic state, a large step 
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Table 1 


ASYMPTOTIC SUCTION PROFILE 


Iglisch (R69) Present M.ethod 

+ uy = - v 0 Rey u 
-

0 0 0 
0.2 0.1813 0.1820 
o.4 0.3297 0.3304
o.6 o.4512 o.LJ.517 o.s 0.5507 0.5512
1.0 0.6321 0.6329 
1.2 0.6989 0. 6994,
1.4 0.7534 0.7539
1.6 0.7981 0.7985
1.8 0. 83L~-7 0.8351
2.0 o.86Li-7 0.8650 
2.2 0.8892 0.8894 
2.4 0.9093 0.9096
2.6 0.9257 0.9258
2.8 0.9392 0.9393
3.0 .0.9502 0.9504
J.2 0.9592 0.9593 
J.4 0.9666 0.9666 
J.6 0.9727 0.9728 
J.8 0.9776 0.9775 
L~ • 0 0.9817 0.9817
4.2 0.9850 0.9849
4.4 0.9877 0.9876
4.6 0.9899 0. 9 900 
4.8 0.9918 0.9917
5.0 0.9933 0.9932
5.5 0.9959 0~99606.o 0.9972 0.9972
6.5 0.9985 0.9985
7.0 0.9991 0.9992 

-
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Table 4 

BOUNDARY LAYER ON A FLAT PLATE WITH CONTINUOUS SUCTI0:0 
·---·-·--~----------~~~----·-

Islisch (H69) Present Method 

3= - Vo Rex 

0.005 

Tw 

5.322 

-Z:-w -
5.304 

0.02 2.986 2.969 

0. OL~5 2.216 2.197 

0.08 1.835 1.829 

0.125 1.612 1.611 

0.18 1.467 1.463 

0.245 1.366 1.362 

0.32 1.292 1.290 

o.405 l.2J7 1.236 

0.5 1.194 1.193 

0.72 1~135 1.133 

0.98 

1.28 

1.094 

1.068 

1.094 
.. 

. ' 

1.068 

2.00 l.OJ6 1.036 

2.88 1.019 1.020 

5.12 1.009 1.009 

·
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size ratio ( ~X/ l::::..Y = 100) was used with iteration for the 

normal velocity component. Computer tine for 400 stations in 

the x-direction and 100 points in the y-direction was 75 

seconds on the CDC 6400. The corresponding computer time 

for i::J.X/ i::J.Y = 10 and without iteration for v was J20 seconds 

with results differing at the fourth decimal point. 

7. 5 Bcm,JDARY LAYER ON A FLAT PLATE WITH DISCOI·JTINUOUS SUCTION 

VELOCI1I'Y 

The problem of the boundary layer flow with discon

tinuous suction velocity has not received much attention in 

spite of its importance in practice. Rheinboldt (R?O) in his 

Ph.D. thesis presented an accurate analytical solution based 

on series expansion techniques. Smith and Clutter (RJ9) 

attempted a numerical sol11tion, using their method, which was 

discussed previously. They report that the calculated values 

of the wall sheBr stress differed in the second decimel point 

from those obtained by Rheinboldt, just aft of the suction 

region. T~is error is in~roduced by the very short steps D.X 

which are necessary at the discontinuity irr order to achieve 

convergence of the solution further downstream. 

Two cases were trea.ted using the present nunerica.l 

method. The equations to be solved are again: 
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u "du + vdu =_1_ a2 u 
ox C)y Re CJy2 

Y=O U=O 

y -?c6 U=l 

In one of the case studies (Case .A) the boundary 

condition for v at the wall was taken as 

y=O V=O 

v = = const < 0v0 

i.e., the wall is assuned impermeable up to x = 1, e.nd porous 

thereafter, with continuous suction applied ir the porous 

region. 

In the second case (Case B) the boundary condition 

for v was 

y=O 0 ~ x <1 V=O 

1 ~ x ~ 1.15 V= v0 =.canst<. 0 

1.15 <x V=O 

i.e. , "ir1pulse" suctio:p is assumed in the region 1 L. x ~ 1. 15,-
with constant suction v~locity v0 , while the rest of the wall 

is impermeable. In Figures 15 through 18, the results 

obtained by the present method are compared to Rheinholdt's 

results, for Case...~, for the following values of v :v YRe1 =-0.5,
0 0 

- 1. 0, - 1. 5. Results for Case B are presented in Figures 19 

through 21. In all cases the agreement is quite satisfactory. 
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7.6 IECCHPRESSIBLE BCUNDARY LAYER WITE U:t-;IFORH INJECTION 

While suction has a stabilizing effect on the 

bou~dary layer, uniform similar fluid injection destabilizes 

the boundary layer snd eventually leads to separation. 

Moreover, the velocity profile near the separation point 

assumes the extreme form of what is known as "blow-off profile". 

In this case the boundary layer is blown away from the wall. 

Catheral et al. (R71) made an extensive analytical 

and nunerlcal study of this case, which presents pEtrticular 

difficulties due to the blow-off effect. They located the 

separation point at a distance x = o. 7456 from the leading 

edge, an~ they showed that near the s~paration point the 

velocity profile approaches the profile u = 0 at all grid 

points across the boundary layer, no matter how far from 

the plate the outer edge is located. This means that as x 

approaches the separation point Xs the distance between the 

~all and the edge of the boundary layer tends to infinity. 

Clearly this leads to the impossibility of meeting the outer 

edge boundary condition near the separation point. 

Catheral et al. (R71) found that it was impossible 

to obtain a completely satisfactory analytical solution, and 

that a satisfactory agreement between the analytical and the 

nunerical solution could not be reached. 

An attempt was made to solve the boundary layer 

equations with fluid injection, using the present method. 

The equations to be solved in this case are: 
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3u +~Y =0 
ox oy 

y-;o& U=l 

y=O U=O 

V=v0 =const70 

The results obtained for the shear stress at the 

wall are presented in Figure 22, end agree quite well with 

Ce theral 's et al. up to x = 0. 70. Further downstream di ffer

ence between the results develops and at x == O. 73 there is a. 

' difference in the first significant digit. Separation is 

predicted at. x = 0. 7432. 
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0 

_,,, 
2 Jc10 , 

Catheral et al.(R71) 

Present Method 

'• o 0.1 0.2 o.J o.4 0.5 o.6 0.7 o.8 0.9 
x 

Figure 22: 	 Shear stress at the wall near the 

separation point. Continuous injection 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 

An implicit finite difference method has been 

described and its convergence, accuracy and speed have been 

evaluated. Various flows have been calculated by the present 

nethod, and co~parisons with analytical and numerical solutions 

have been made. In all cases, it was found that the method 

is accurate for both incompressible and compressible flows. 

The co~puter time requirements are very snall. 

It is believed that the present method compares 

favourably with previously proposed numerical methods. The 

technique presented in-this report may be extended easily to 

cover magnetohydronaMic boundary layer flows, turbulent flows, 

non-Newtonia~ boundary layers and binary (or multicomponent) 

boundary layers. 

McMASTER UNIVERSITY. Lltjt<AtCl 



A Forcing coefficient, Equation (88) 

a Coefficient in reccurrence formula (53) 

B Forcing coefficient, Equation (89) 

b: Coefficient in reccurrence formula (53) 

Cp Specific heat, constant pressure 

Cs Speed of sound 

Cv Specific heat, constant volume 

C Coefficient in reccurrence formula (53) 

d Coefficient in reccurrence formula (53) 

E Eckert nu__11ber. 

e Coefficient in reccurrence forMula (53) 

f Velocity u or temperature T 

K Thermal conductivity 

L Characteristic length 

M Mach number 

Nu Nusselt nmnber 

p Pressure 

Pr Pra.nr:l tl nur1ber 

q Heat flux 

Re Reynolds nunb.er 

S Averaging par23eter 

T Temperature 
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u Longitudinal velocity component 

Ue Main strean velocity 

v Normal velocity component 

v0 Suction (or injection) velocity 

x Distance in the direction of the flow 

y Distance perpendicular to the direction of the flow 

ol. 	 Coefficient in equation (75) 


Coefficient in equation ( 75) 


Coefficient in equation ( 75) 


Coefficie11.t in equation (75) 


~emperature difference bet-::,·.ieen the wall and the 

mean stream 


~X Step size in the x-direction 


fly Step size in the y-direction 


~· · Eeat transfer coefficient 


\A V~scosity 


V Kinematic viscosity 


\? Density 


~ Shear stress 


¢ Dissipation function 


Subscrints 

e 	 Hain stream variables 

w 	 Wall variables 

I Denotes grid points in the direction of the flow 
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Superscri-ots 

N Denotes grid points in the direction normal 
to the flow 

* Denotes dimensionless variables 
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APPENDIX A 

STABILITY AEALYSIS CF THE FINITE DIFFERENCE SCEEirn 

If the finite difference approximations (70) to (72) 

are substituted into the momentun1 equation (l.1.7) with f;::u 0nd 

under the assumptions that the coefficients a 1 • b1 , c 1 defined 

in equations (55) to (58) are constant (moreover, we assume, 

without loss of generality, that the pressure gradient is zero, 
. 

1. e. , a1 = 0) the following difference equation is obtained: 

N N . ~ al - uI - 1 bl \s (N + 1 N - 1) ( 1 S) ( N + 1 N - 1 ) a.1 + - u - u + - u - u
6.X 2tiY I . I I - 1 I - 1 

Cl f N + 1 N N - 1 N + 1 N N - 1 } 
= ~ y2 lS ( uI - 2uI + uI ) + ( 1 - S ) ( uI - 1 - 2uI - 1 + uI - 1 ) 

Rearranging terms, and putting for simplific.::flon (See Note 1) 

S = t, one obtains: 

N + 1 ( N N + 1b 1 c 1 a.1 c 1 b 1 c 1UI 4AY - 2 ) + UI (- + -2 ) + u ( - -- - --- ) 
u 2D.Y DX b.Y I 4~Y 2AY2 

· N + 1 ( b1 c~) N ( a1 c1 N - 1 bi c1+ uI 1 --A-- - - +u - __,i_ + ~ ) + uI ( - -- - --~ )
- 46Y 2/lY I-1 ~ D.Yc. -1 /.4-~Y 2~YG 

= 0 (Al) 

Divi ding through by .!:1- ·(see Note 2) and introducing the 
/JX 

perameters: 
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b1t:X ::G 
4a1~Y 

c1M 
=H 

2a1~y2 

K 1 = G - H 

K2 = 1 + 2H 

K3 = - G - H 

L2 = - 1 + 2H 

LJ = - G - H = KJ 

(Al) can be written as 

(A2) 

N..flccording to Von Nemnann's theory the term u in the expression
1 


(A2) is substituted by 


N A lx jmy
u = e e {.A3)I 

or (A4) 

where A= 0 and 1, m are real co~'"'stants, j =f='1 . In order that 
·y 

an originBl error eJm will not increase as x ·increases, a 

necessary and sufficient condition is 

(A5) 
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Setting Z = e1 ~ X and subs ti tu ti 11g fron (A4) into (A2) 

there results 

( G - R) e jm by + ( -1 + 2E) + (,- G - H) e - jm ~ y 
or Z=

( G - R) ejm~ y + C1 + 2E) + (- G - H) e-jmA y 

Z = _ 1 - 2 G j sin (mb Y) - 2E ( 1 - cos ( m .6 Y) )or 
1 + 2Gj sin (CT 11 Y) + 2H( 1.- cos (m ~Y)) 

Putting _2G sin (m IJ.Y) = g 

2;H ( 1 - cos ( m ~Y) ) == h) 0 

we obtain 

Z= 1-h-gj 
1 + h + gj 

or Z= 1-h
2 

-g 
2 

-2gj (A6)
(1 + h)2 + g2 

Since, according to (A5) 

or 

we obtain 

(A7) 
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If h = O, (A?) becomes 

and (A5) is .satisfied. 

With h/. 0, and since 

2 2
( 1 - h 2 ) = ( 1 + h) ( 1 - h) 

2 -s:_ (1 + h) L~ 
""' 

and 

it is clear that the nunera.tor of (A?) is sma1ler than the 

denominator and so (A5) holds, for all G and H. Therefore, 

the implicit method is sta.ble regardless cf the choice of the 

step sizes. 

Note 1 

If the parameter S is left in the difference 

equation, the derivation of the analogue of (A7) is similar, 

but the algebra is so~ewhat more conplicated. The analogue 

of (A?) arrived at by identical considerations is in this case: 

2sgihi(-1-s2+s) + hi(1- 6S) + 2h1gi(-1+s-2s 2 ) + gi(1- 2S) 

+ Shf ( 1 - 6s2
) + Sgi ( S - 2) + S2

hi ( 1 - 2S) - 2h1 ( 0 (A?a) 

where 

If 1 ~ S .(. -~, h 1 , g 1 f. 0, then the terms in· parentheses in 

(A?a) are either negative or zero, since h 1 ) O and (A5) is 

satisfied. The stability criterion concerning the case 
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O <. S <~· is diffj cult to obtain since it requires the 

solution of the inequality (A7a). 

Note 2 
a1

If a 1 = O. i.e .• U= 0, omnission of tb..e terms in
/::.X 

(Al) leads to 

so that the stability condition (A5) is a5a1n fulfilled. 



APPENDIX B 

ThE CO~PUTER PROGRAM 

B. l COMF'UTER PROGR_41-i NOr.IEI:CCLATURE 

Indices 

N 1, 2, 3, ..•NPY Number of points in the y-direction 

I l, 2, 3, ..•NPX !hunber of stations in the x-direction 

Non Subscrinted Variables 

DIFTEX Tfaxi:r:rn.m difference between the assur1ed and the 
calculated temperature profile on a line 

Maximum difference between the assumed and the 
calculated longitudinal velocity profile on a line 

DIFVHX Haximmn difference between the assumed and the 
calculated nor~al velocity profile on a line 

DIS Displacement thickness 

DTO Difference between the wa.11 
free stream tenperature 

temperature and the 

DTPNA Maximum. difference between the calculated 
temperature profile
previous line 

on a line and thet on the 

DUPHA Ifa.xi~mr:1 difference between the calculated 
longitudinal velocity profile 
that on the previous line 

on a line and 

DX Step size in the x-direction 

DY Step size in the y-direction 

ECK The Eckert number 

EXCP The specific he6t 
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EXL 	 The characteristic length L 

EXP 	 The pressure 

EXT 	 The free stream tenperatuie 

EXU 	 The free stream velocity 

KS 	 Control variable for the printout of the wall 
stress and 	displacement thickness 

KWR 	 Control -..T8riable for the printout of the velocity 
and temperature profiles 

LEND 	 Control variable to stop the program when 
calculations c~nverge 

NB 	 Nunber of points across the boundary layer 

NPY 	 Number of points in the domain of integration in 
the y-directio~ 

NPYN 	 NPY- 1 

NPX 	 1'Tumber of stations in the x-direction 

NSHI 	 NPY- 2 

NITERT 	 Nu.:ibel"' of iterations to establish the te.mperature 
profile along a line 

NITERU NiE.1ber of 1 terations to est?..blish t!1e lonsi tudirwl 
velocity profile along a line 

NITERV Number of iterations to establish the normal 
velocity profile on a line 

PRA The Pr"and.tl nur1ber 

REY The Reynolds number 

SHEAR Shear stress at the wall 

STEPHA Step size ra.t1o 

Sl Avera.3in3 p.srameter in the finite difference 
approximation of the moment1v1 equation 

http:Pr"and.tl
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S2 Averoging parameter in the finite difference 
approximation of the energy equation 

TOL~ Tolerance for the convergence of c0lc-:..tlations 
for the temperature 

TOLU Tolerance for the convergence of calculations 
ror the vel6city 

TOLl Tolerance for the velocity profile along a line 

TOL2 Tolerance for the teuperature profile along a line 

VB;LSR The velocity gradient at the wall 

WT The wall temperature 

:·JU The wall longitudinal velocity 

WV The wo.11 nornal velocity 

Distance alo~g the body 

y DistB.nce perpendicular to tl1e body 

z 	 Parameter used to achieve acceleration of 
convergence of the profiles along a line 

__..___________Subscri 'Jte:1 VBriables 

A. B, c. D 	 Coefficients in the equation of motion 
and energy 

AL1 , _4.L2, BE1 , Coefficients in the recurrence relation 
BE2, G.A1, GA2, for the velocity (suffix 1) and 
DE1, DE2 for the tenperature (suffix 2) 

FCA1, 	 FCB1 Forcing coefficie~ts in the reccurrence 
formula for the velocity 

FCA2, FCB2 Forcing coefficients in the reccurrence 
fornula for the ten:perature 

R The density 

T The teuperature 

u The longitu11~al velocity component 
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The normal velocity component 

RAS Assumed density for the points on the next line 

T_l~S Assuned temperature for tl1e points on the 
next line 

UAS ·Assur·1ed. longitudinal velocity for the points 
on the next line 

VAS .Assl..:unecl norm.9.l veloclty component for the points 
on the next line 

RH Storage array for calcula tea_ values of density 
on a line 

TH Storage array for calculated values of temperature 
on a line 

UM Storage array for the cA.lcul3ted values of the 
longit~iinal velocity component on a line 

VM Storage a.rray for the calculated values of the 
·normal velocity component on a li:1e 

RIED Density along the outer eige 

TIED Temperature along the outer edge 

DIED. Velocity alons the outer edge 

R.IW Density along the wall 

TIW Temperature alo~g the wall 

UIW Longitudinal velocity component along the wall 

VIW Nornia.l velocity component along the wall 
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.ALGORITHM FOR THE COMPUTER PROGPL.t1B 

EXL, EXU, EXT, EXCP, 

WU, WT, WV, NPY, 

NPX, 81, 82, NB 

TOL1, TOL2, TOLU, TOLT, 

Z, STEPHA. 

CALL BINCO 

ASSUTTE VALUES OF Vl~Rif:.BLES ON LINE ( I+l) 
THOSE ON LINE (I). STORE VALUES OF 
VARIABLES ON LINE (I) 

COEPUTE COEFFICIENTS IN EQUATIONS OF NOTION 

AND ENERGY. EQS. (55) TO (59) AND ( 61) TO (65) 


COEPUTE COEFFICIEr·TTS IN EQUATIONS OF HOTION 
_ __.AND ENERGY ..~ T HIDDLE POH!'rS (ON LINE (I+!) ) 

COHPUTE COEFFICIEJ::TS IN RECCUHRENCE FORHULA 
(EQ. (75)) FOR TEE VELOCITY XND TEMPERATURE 

COMPUTE FORCING COEFFICIENTS IN TEE EXPRES

SIONS FOR THE VELOCITY AND TEE 1rEMPEHATURE 


CA LC UL.A TE THE VELO CI TY AND TEMPER.A 1rURE 
PROFILES AT THE s·r..;TION (I + 1) 

COHPAB.E THE COI'·IPUTED PROFILES 
WITH THE ASSUMED PROFILES 

" ~ . ' 
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YES
BOTH PROFILES EAVE CONVERGED 

NO 


YESVELOCI 1rY PROFILE HAS CONVERGED,_______...,, 

NO 


REPLACE 'THE ASSUHED VELOCITY 
PROFILE BY THE COMPUTED PROFILE 

YES 
~----t TEEPERATUHE PROFILE EAS CONVERGED i-----~;_.. 

NO 

. . REPLACE THE ASSUKSD TEIIPERATURE 
PilOFILE BY THE CALCULATED PROFILE 

CONFUTE TiiE NORMAL 
\...-~~~~~~---iVELOCITY PROFILE 

PRINT PROFILES 

AT STATION (I+l) 


NO 

YES 

COMPUTED PROFILES AT THIS STATION DIFFEii 
3Y LESS THAE SPECIFIED TOLERANCE FROM THE 
VALUES AT THE PREVIOUS STATION 

NO YES 

GO TO 1 
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f SUBROUTINE BINCOf 

COHPUTE VALUES OF PHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES AT THE Wl:.LL AND 
AT TEE OUTER EDGE 

COHFUTE DIIviEN SIONLESS 
NUNBERS, B.e, Pr, E 

COHPUTE BOUNDARY cmmrrroNs 
AT TEE OUT~'R EDGE 

<. 

COEPUTE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
.AT THE li.ALL 

COHPUTE STEP SIZES, DX, DY 

CONFUTE INI TI.AL PROFILES 
.AT STATION (X = o.o) 

• 
COHPUTE DHIENSIONLESS INITIAL 
PROFILES AND DINENSIOlJLESS 
COPTDITIOlrn AT THE OUTER EDGE 
AND AT THE W_~LL 

RETURN 
END 
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C PROGRAM FOR THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE BOUNDARY 
C EQUATIONS FOR COMPRESSIBLE FLOW WITH VARIA8LE FLUID 
c 
c 
c THE EOUATIONS ARE 
c 
c 

TECHNIPUE. IN THE 

c 
c INPUT DATA NEEDED 

SOLVED BY A FULLY 
X-Y PLANE. 

ARE 

IMPLICIT FINITE 


SLIP CONDITION 


LAYER 
PROPERTIES· 


DIFFERENCE 

,, l 

APPLIES) 


c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

EXL 
EXU 
EXT 
EXCP 
EXP 
\!JU 
VN 
tH 
NPY 
NPX 
Sl 
S2 
NB 
TOLl 

TOL2 

TOLU 

TOLT 

z 
STEPRA 
NEXTKR 
NEXTKS 

CHARACTERISTIC LENGTH 
~AIN STEAM VELOCITY 
MAIN STREAM TEMPERATURE 
SPECIFIC HEA.T 
PRESSURE 
WALL VELOCITY (ZERO, IF NO 
NORMAL VELOCITY AT 
t'! A L L T E ~.. ~ P E R A TU R E 
NUMBER OF POINTS IN 
NUMBER OF STATIONS 
AVERAGING PARAMETER 
AVERAGING PARAMETER 

THE WALL 


THE DO~AIN OF INTEGRATION 
IN 	 THE X-DIRECTION 

CSl.LE.l • AND 
(52.LE.l • AND 

NUMBER OF POINTS ACCROSS THE 
TOLERANCE FOR. THE CONVERGENCE 
PROFILE ALONG A LINE 
TOLEf-<ANCE FOR THE COfNERGENCE 
PROFILE ALONG A LINE 
TOLERANCE FOR CONVERGENCE OF 
OF THE VELOCITY PROFILE 
TOLERAiKE FOf~ CONVEf~GENCE JF 
OF THE TEMPERATURE PROFILE 

BOUNDARY 

OF 

OF 

THE 

THE 

·PARAMETER FOR THE ACCELERATION OF 
STEP SIZE RATIO (DX/DY) 
CONTROLS PRINTOUT STATIONS FOR 

THE 


THE 


Sl.GE.1/2 
52.GE.l/2 

LAYER 
VELOCITY 

TFMPEl~ATURE 

CALCULATIONS 


CALCULATIONS 


CONVERGENCE 


THE PROFILES 

CONTROLS PRINTOUT STATIONS FOR THE WALL SHEAR 


c COMMON AND DIMENSION STATEMENTS 
c 

COM~ON EXL,EXU,EXR,EXT,EXCP,EXK,EXM,DTO, ECK,REY,PRA, 
$WU,WTtWR,wv, NPY,NPX,DY,DX, THICK, NPYN, NB, EXP, N, 
$ UC30C), TC3C1 0), R(3C0), VC300), Y{300), 
$ U IV-J C 5 1 C > , T HJ C 5 1 0 ) , R J!,~ ( 5 1 G ) , V IVH 5 1 0 > , 

S UIED(510l,TIEDC510J,RIED(510) 
DI~ENSION UASC300), TASC300}, RASC300), VASC300), 

S U~(300J, TMC300), RMC300), VMC30Q), 
$ A(30Q), BC300), DC30Q), AAC3CQ), 88(300)~ DDC300), 
$ AOLD(300), BOLDC300t, D0LDC30Q), RNEWC30Q), C1C30Q), 
$ C2C300), COLD1C300), COLD2C300), CC1(30Q), CC2(30Q),. 
$ FCA1(300), FCA2C300), FCB1(300), FCB2C30Q), 
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$ AL1(300), BE1(30Q), GA1(3QQ), DE1C30Q), 
$ AL2(300)t BE2(30Q), GA~C30Q), DE2(30Q), 
$ DUPC30C) tDTPC300), HTAC30Q), VDIMC30Q), 
$ VOLDC300) tDIFVC300) t 
$ UU(300),TTC300)t RR(300)t 
$ DIFU(300), DIFTC300) 

c 
c 

WRITEC6t9011)

READ(5,9Cl) EXLtEXU,EXT,EXCP,EXP 

WRITE(6,9Cl2l EXLtEXU,EXTtEXCP,EXP 
WR. I T E <. 6 , 9 0 2 1 ) 
RE .AD ( 5 , 9 C 2 ) b!U , \!JV·, \H 
WRITE c5,9022> wu,wv,wr 
WRITEC6t90?1) 
READ(5,903) NPYtNPx,s1,s2,NB 
WRITE(6,9U32)NPY,NPX,Sl,S2,NB 
READ C5t9C4) TOLltTOL2,TOLU,TOLT 
WRITE (6,9041) TOLltTOL2tTOLUtTOLT 
READ< 5,905) z,STEPRA 
WRITE (6,9051) ZtSTEPRA 
READ C5t9U6J NEXTKRtNEXTKS 
WRITE (6,9061) NEXTKRtNEXTKS 

c 
NPYN =NPY-1 

c 
8888 CALL B HKO 

c 
I=l 
LEND = 1 
KS=2 
KWR = 12 
X=O.O 

c 
1 DO 1010 N=ltNPY 

C ASSIGN VALUES AT I+l THOSE AT I 
UAS(N) = U(N) 
TAS(N) = TCN> 
RAS(N) = R(N) 
VAS(f\l) = VCN) 


c 

C STORE VALUES AT I 


UM C N > = LJ( N) 

TMCN) = TCN> 

RM C N) = R ( N) 

VMCN) = V(N) 


1010 CONTINUE 
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C CO~PUTATIO~S OF COEFFICIENTS IN EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND ENERGY. 
2 DO 1020 N=l,NPY 

P..CNl = R(N)-l(-LJ(N} 
B<Nl = R(Nl*V(Nl 
Cl(NJ = VIS(T,Nl/REY 
C2CNl = CON(T,NJ/(REY*PRAl 
IFCN.GE.NPYNl U(N+2l = UCNPY) 
DCNl = CECK-1-~( (U(N+2)-!J(f\l) l/(2~~DY) l**2l*(l./REY) 

1 c20 co~n I NUE 
c NITERU,NITERT,NITERV COUNT ITERATIONS FOR u,v,T AT THE SA~E I. 

NITERU=l 
NITERT=l 
NITERV =l 

c 
C COMPUTATION OF COEFFIC1ENTS IN EQUATIONS OF ~OTION AND ENERGY 
C AT MIDDLE POINTS. 

I=I+l 
X=X+DX 

3 DO 1030 N=l,NDY 
AOLD(N) = UAS(Nl*RAS(NJ 
BOLDCN) = VAS(Nl*RASCNl 
COLDl(Nl = VIS(TAS,Nl/REY 
COLD21NJ = CON(TAS,Nl/(REY*PRAJ 
IF CN.GE.fWYl'n UAStN+2l = UAS(NPYl 
OOLDCN) = IECK*CCUASCN+2l-UAS(N)J/(2*DYll**2l*ll./REYl 
AA(l'1) = CA(NJ+AOLD(Nll/2 
BBCNJ = (61Nl+90LD(Nll/2 
DDINl = ID(Nl+DOLDINl l/2 
CCl<Nl = (CllNl+CCLDlCNll/2. 
CC2(f\1) = (C2(NJ+COLD21Nll/2. 
VOLD IN) = CVAS(Nl + VMINl l/2. 

1030 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
C COMPUTATION OF COEFFICIENTS IN RECCURENCE FOR~ULAE 

C FOR VELOCITY !SUFFIX ll AND TEMPERATURE (SUFFIX 2) 
c 
c 

4 DO 1040 N=2,NPY 
IF IN.EO.NPYl UMIN+ll = UMINl 
IF IN.EO.NPYl TM(N+ll = TMINl 
IFIN.EQ.NPYl CCl(N+11= ClllNl 
IFCN.EQ.NPYI CCZCN+ll= CC21Nl 
All(N) = -Sl*(~8(Nl+(CCl!N1+CCl(N-lll/DY)/(7*DYl 
BEllNl = A/\INl/DX+ISl/2l*ICCllh+ll+2*CCl(Nl+CCllN+lll/CDY*-::-2l 
GAllNJ =Sl*CBBINl-(CCllN+ll+CCllNll/DYJ/(2.*DYl 
DEllNl = 11-Sll*IBBIN1+(l(l(Nl+CC1(N-l)l/DY)*UM(N-ll/(2*DYJ 

$+(AA(NJ/DX-ll-Sll*(C(l(N+ll+CC11Nl*2+CC11N-1ll/(2*(DY**2ll l*U~(~ 
$ -(l-Sll*IB3(Nl-ICCI(N+ll+CC11Nl l/DY1 *UM(N+l)/(2*DYl 
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' 	AL 2 ( N ) . = '~s 2 ~- ( Be ( N ) + ( cc 2 ( i\l ) +cc 2 ( N- 1 ) ) ID y ) I ( 2 *Dy ) 
BE2(N) = AACN)/DX+CS2/2)*(CC2CN+l)+2*CC2CNl+CC2CN+l)J/(DY**2J 
GA2(N) =S2*CBBCN)-(CC2CN+ll+CC2CN) J/DYJ/(2.*DY) 
D E 2 ( N ) = C 1 - S.2 ) * ( B B ( N ) + CC.. C.. 2 ( N ) +C C 2 C. N - 1 ) > I DY ) 7q iv; ( N - 1 ) I ( 2 *D Y ) 

$+CAA<N>IDX-(l-S2>*CCC2(N+l)+CC2(NJ*2+CC2<N-1)J/(2*CDY**2)))*TXCN> 
$ -Cl-S2)*(8B(N)-(CC2(N+l)+CC2CN)l/DY) *T~(N+l)/(2*DY) 

$ +DDCN> 
1C40 CONTINUE 

c 
IF CI.GT.2.0R.NITERU.GT.l) GO TO 41 

C WRITE STATEMENTS TO CHECK THE COEFFICIENTS IN THE RECCURENCE 
C FORMULAE 

IJJ R I T E ( 6 , 9 1 0 u ) 
\.'/RITE (6,91Gl) (.A.Ll(N) tSEl<NJ, GAl (1\l) tDEl(N)t 

$ AL2CNJ t8E2Ct~) ,GA2CM) ,OE2(N) ,N=l,19) 

DO 1G45 N=20tNPYtlC 

\..JR I T E ( 6 , 9 1 0 1 ) A L 1 ( N ) ' B E 1 ( N ) ' G.A 1 ( ilJ ) , D E 1 ( N ) , 


$ AL2CN)t8E2CNJ,GA2CN),DE2(N} 

l ·.J45 corn I NUE 


c 
c CO~PUTE FORCING COEFFICIENTS (SUFFIX 1 FOR VELOCITY 
c AND 2 FOR TE~PERATUREJ 

41 	 FCAl(l}=O.O 

FCA2(l)=C.J 

FCBl(l)=O.O 

FCB2<1>=0.0 

IF CI.GT.2.0R.NITERU.GT.l) GO TO 5 

WRITE (6,911~} I 

5 	 DO 1U50 N=2tNPY 
FCAlCN>= -GAlCN)/(ALl{N)*FCAlCN-l)+BElCN)) 

FCA2CN)= -GA2CN)/(AL2(N)*FCA2(N-1)+6E2CN)) 

FCBlCN)= CDElCNJ-ALI(NJ*FCBl<N-1))/CALl(N}*FCAl(N-l)+aElCN)) 

FCB2(NJ= CDE2CNJ-AL2(N)*FC82(N-1))/(AL2CNJ*FCA2(N-l)+BE2(N)) 

l 	050 CONT HlUE 
IF CI.GT.2.0R.NITERU.GT.l) GO TO 51 

C ~'/ R I T E -S T/\ TEr I. EN T S T 0 CHE C K T H C. F 0 RC I NG C 0 E F F I C I ENT S 
'vJ R I T E < 6 , 9 1 1 1 } ( N , F C .t,., 1 ( N ) , F C 1\ 2 C N ) , F C U 1 C N ) , F C B 2 C N ) , N =1 , 1 9 ) 
DO 1055 N= 20,NPY,10 

\vRITE (6,9111) N,FCAlCN),FCA2CNl,FCEl(N),FCS2(N) 


1055 COf\lTINU:: 

c 
C CALCULATION OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES AT NEXT STATION DOWNSTREAM 

51 UCNPY) = UIED(Il 
TCNPY> = TIEDC I} 
RCNPY) = RIED( I) 

6 	 DO 1060 L=2t1000 

IF CL.GT.NPY} GO TO 7 

N= .~PY+l-L 


UCNJ = FCAl(N}*UCN+l) + FCBl(N) 

TCNJ = FCA2(Nl*TCN+l) + FCB2CN> 


1060 	CONTINUE 
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C COMPUTE DENSITY AT I 
7 DO 1070 N =l,NPY 

TCNJ = TCN)*DTO + WT 
R(N) = EXT*EXR/T(N) 

RCNl = R(N)/EXR 


1070 CONTINUE 

c 
C RE-ESTABLISH DIMENSIONLESS T(I,Nl. NECCESSARY BECAUSE OF 7 

8 DO 1080 N=ltNPY 
TCNl = CTCNJ - WT)/DTO 

1080 CONTINUE 
c 
C CHECK RESULTS AT THE START OF THE CALCULATIONS 

IF CI.GT.3.0R. NITERU.GT.1) GO TO 81 
WRITE (6,912G) I 
WRITE (6,9121) C N,U(N), TCN) ,R(N), VCN)tN=l,19) 
DO 85 N=20tNPYtlO 
WRITE (6,9121) N,UCN), TCNJ tRCNl,VCNJ 

85 CONTINUE 
C TEST TO ESTABLISH PROFILES AT I 

81 DIFUMX =C.O 
DIFT~X =O.O 

9 	 DO 1090 N=2,NPY 

DIFU(N) =ABS( UCN) - UASCN)) 

DIFT(NJ =ABS( TCNJ - TAS(N)) 


C LOCATE MAXI~U~ DIFU DIFT, DIFV. 
IF (DIFUCNJ.GT.DIFUMXJ DIFUMX =DIFUCN> 
IF CDIFT(NJ.GT.DIFTMXJ DIFT~X =DIFTCN) 

1090 CONTINUE 
c 
C COMPARE RESULTS WITH ASSUMED PROFILES 

IF CI.GT.lOJ GO TO 10 

WRITE(6,9130) OIFUMX,DIFT~X,I 


c 
lC 	 IF. CDIFUMX.LT.TOLl .AND. DIFTMX.LT.TOL2) GO TO 17 


IF CDIFUMX.LT.TOLl ) GO TO 13 

11 	 DO 1110 N=l,NPY 


UUCNJ = U(N) +Z*CUCNJ-UAS(NJ) 

IF CUUCN) .LE.O.) GO TO 1125 


1110 	CONTINUE 

DO 1120 N=l,NPY 

UASCN) = UUCN> 


1120 CONTINUE 

GO TO 1128 


1125 DO 1127 N=l,NPY 

UAS(N) = UCN> 


1127 CONTINUE 

1128 NITERU = NITERU +l 


IFCI.GT. 10) GO TO 13 

WRITE (6,9140) 
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13'· IF (DIFTMX.LT.TOL2) GO TO 14 
DO 1135 N=l,;'~PY 

TT(N) = TINJ +Z*ITINJ-TASINJ) 
IF ITTINJ .LE.U.l GO TO 1145 

1135 CONTINUE 
DO 1140 N=l,NPY 
TAS IN l = TT ( N l 
RAS(N) = R(N) +Z*IRIN)-RASINll 

1140 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1148 

1145 DO 1147 N=l,NPY 
TP..S ( N l = T ( ~~ l 
RAS ( N l = R Ul l 

1147 CONTHJUE 
1148 NITERT = NITERT +l 

IF<I.GT.lUJ GO TO 15 
ltJR I T E ( 6 , 9 1 5 c l 

c 
c 

14 WRITE (6,916CJI, NITERU, NITERT 

15 IF INITERU.GT.20.0R.NITERT.GT.20) GO TO 16 

3333 GO TO 3 

16 


c 
c· CO~PUTE DENSITY AT THE AUXILIARY GRID 

17 DO 1150 N=ltNPY 
RNEWINJ = (R~(Nl+R(NJJ/2. 

1 1 5 0 C 0 1\! T I r~ U E 
C COMPUTE NORVAL VELOCITY AT THE AUXILIARY GRID 

18 DO 1160 N=ltNPYN 
VIN+ll = ( l./RNfW(N+lll*IVINl*RNEW(NI 

$- ( Dy I ( 2 • ~f D x ) ) •* (R ( ,"\ ) *u ( N ) - Rfvl ( :"~ ) ~< u I 11 ( N ) 
$+R(N+ll*U<N+ll-R~IN+ll*UMIN+llll 

1160 CONT P.'.UE 
c 

19 IF II.NE.~WR.AND.LEND.NE.lOJ GO TO 21 
Kti'R = !<v·IR+f\) EX TK R 

191 	 l;J R I T E ( 6 , 9 1 8 0 l I 

DO 1170 /\!=l,r-lPY 

HTAINl = Y(Nl*SORT<REY/Xl*SQRTIWR/EXRl 

VDI~(N) = V<Nl*SCRTIREY*Xl 


11 70 	CO~lT I ~.JUE 
2C: 	 VIRITE (6,919Cl (N,U(Ml, TIN) ,R(Nl, V(Nl ,Y(Nl ,HTAINJ tVDIHINJ ,N=l,19 

DO 1180 N=2CtNPY,10 
~'IR I T E ( 6 , 9 1 9 Ci l N , U ( N l , T ( N l , R ( N l , V ( N l , Y ( ~~ l , H T A ( N l , V D I i'f, ( N l 

1180 COl\TINUE 

IF (I.NE.NPX.AND.LEND.NE.101 GO TO 21 

GO TO 555 


21 DUPr·~A =C • 
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DTPMA =U. 
DO 1190 N=l,NPY 

DUPCN) = ABS(U(N) - UM(N)) 

DTPCN) = ABSCTCN) - TMCNJ) 
IF COUP (N l • GT. DUPMA) DUP1'..1.A.=DUP ( N) 

IF <DTP(N) .GT.DTPMA) DTP~A=DTPCN) 


1190 	COMTINUE 

IF CDUPMA.GT.TOLU .AND.DT?MA.GT.TOLT ) GO TO 22 

LEND=lC 

1/J R I T E ( 6 , 9 2 U U l I , X 
GO TO 17Ul 


22 IF (!.EQ.NPX> GO TO 191 

23 DO 1200 N=l,NPY 


VCNl 	 = 2.*VCN) -VASCN) 
1200 	CONT I i'WE 


IF CI.NE.KS) GO TO 1111 

KS = KS+ NEXTKS 

VELGR = C18*UC2>-9*U(3J+2*U(4))/(6*DYJ 
SHEAR = VELGR/REY 

SU :·Ii I N = 0 • 0 

NSIM = NPY-2 

DO 1210 N=l,N~IM,2 

SUMIN = SUMIN + (LJ(N) +4*U(N+l) +U(N+2)) 


1210 	CONTINUE 

DIS= DY*(NPY-SU~IN/3.) 


\\!RITE (6,921U) 1,x,sHE.6-R ,ors 

1111 GO TO 1 
555 IF CLEND.EQ.10) GO TO 5555 

WRITE (6,9230) X 
5555 STOP 

c 
c 
C FORMAT STATE~FNTS 
c 

9011 	 FOR~ATC 15x,3HEXL,7x,3HEXU,7x,3HEXT,6X,4HEXCP,7x,3HEXP) 
901 FO~~AT ( Fl0.6,Fl0.3,Fl0.3, Fl0.3,Fl0.3} 


9012 FOR~ATC 12X,Fl0.6,Fl0.3,Fl0.3, Fl0.3,Fl0.3//) 

9C21 FOR~AT (24X,2HWU,18X,2HWV,18X,2HWT) 


902 FOR~AT ( Fl0.4,18X,Fl0.4,lOX,F10.4) 

9022 FOR~AT c2cx,F10.4,11x,F1Q.4,1ox,F10.4//) 

9031 FOR~ATC 24X,3HNPYt7X,3HNPX,7x,2Hs1,sx,2Hs2,9x,2HNB/) 

903 FORMAT( 2Il0t2Fl0.3 ,IlO) 

9032 FOR~AT( 2ux,2r10,2F10.3 110//) 

9G4 F 0 R >1 A T C 4 F 1 G • 0 ) 

9041 FOR~AT (2~X,4HTOL1,6X,4HTCL2,6X,4HTOLU,6X,4HTOLT/ 


S 19X,4(F6.4t5X)) 

http:CLEND.EQ.10
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9C5 FOR~ATC2F10.0) 

9051 FORMAT (2CX,2HZ=,F5.2,1ox,7HsTEPRA=tF6.3/)

906 FORVAT C2IlJ) 

9G61 FOR~AT (2UX,7HNEXTKR=,I4,7HNEXTKS=tI4/) 

9100 FORMATC15X,JHALl,10Xt3HBEl,10Xt3HGAltlOXt3HDElt 


$ 10Xt3HAL2tlGXt3HBE2tlCX,3HGA2,1ox,3HDE2/) 

9101 FOR~ATC8C5X,El0.3)) 


9110 FORMAT c2ox,26HFORCING COEFFICIENTS AT I=,I2/ 

$ 1ox,1HNt9X,7HFCAl(NJ,9x,7HFCA2(N)t9X,7HFCRl(N),9X,7HFC82(N)/) 

9111 FOR~AT <sx,13,ax,E9.2,sx,E9.2,gx,E9.2t8X,E9.2) 
9120 FORMAT ClCX, 27HRESULTS F~OM LOOP SIX AT !=, I3/ 

$ 18X,lHNt7X,lHU,14X,lHTtl4X,lHR,14X,lHV/) 
9121 FORl1'.AT ( i0x, I lU tFl0.6,5x,F10.6,5x,F10.6 ,5x,F10.6) 
9 l 3 0 F0 Ri i A. T ( 2 cIx ' 6 HD I Fu1\ x ' 1 0 x ' 6 HD I F T j':l x ' 1 0 x ' I I 1 9 x ' E 8 • 2 ' 9 x ' E 8 • 2 ' 7 x ' I 3 I ) 
9140 FOR~AT (lCX, 22HDIFUMX IS NOT.LT. TOLl) 
9150 FOR~AT (lCX, 22HDIFTMX IS NOT.LT. TOL2) 
9160 FORMAT (2CX,1Hit7X,6HNITERU,6X,6HNITERT/18X,I3,10X,I3,10X,I3/) 
9170 FOR~ATC 10X,48HNU~HER OF ITERATIONS TO ESTARLISH PROFILES AT I=t 

$!3t3HARE/ 17X,6HNITERU, 4X,6HNITERT/ lOX,2110// 

$1IJX,2 2HMAX U,1Ufv1 DEV I AT IONS ARE I l 7X, 6HD I Fu;·,1X, 4X, 

$6HDIFTMX/ 1UX,2Fl0.6//) 


9180 FOR.\1AT c1ux,22HPl.WFILES AT STATION I=tI3// 18XdHN, 7X.dHU, 
i14x,1HT,14x,1HRtl~X,1Hv,14X,1HY,12x,3HHTA,11x,4HvDI~/)~ 

9190 FOR~AT c1~x,110,7cF10.6,5X)) 


9200 FOR~AT (//1JX,28HCALCULATIONS CONVERGED AT r=,I4,5x,2HX=,Fl0.5//) 

9210 FOR~AT (1CX,2HI=tI4,lOX,2HX=,F8.4,lOX,6HSHEAR=,El2.5, 


$ IOX,4HDIS=,El2.5) 
9230 FOR~ATClOX,52HCOMPUTATIONS COMPLETED UP TO LAST STATION DO~~STREA~ 

$//15X,2HX=,FlU.5/) 
c 

END 

SUBROUTINE BINCO 
c 
C SUBROUTI~E TO CALCULATE BOUNGARY CONDITIONS AND INITIAL PROFILES 
c 

COMMON EXL,EXU,EXR,EXT,EXCP,EXK,EXM,DTO, ECK,REY,PRA, 
$WU,wT,wR,wv, NPY,NPX,DY,DX, THICKt NPYN, NB, EXP, N, 
$ UC3UC)' TC3~:'0), R(300)' VC3C0), Y(300)' 
$ U I t~; ( 5 1 G ) , T I V·l ( 5 1 C ) ' R I '.·'<' ( 5 1 0 ) , V I V.J ( 5 1 0 ) ' 
$ UIEDC51C),TIEDC510),R!ED<510) 

c 
C DENSITY tVISCCSITY AND CONDUCTIVITY STATEMENT FUNCTIONS 

RHOCTJ = l.26*EXP/T 
V I i-1 ( T ) = 2 • 2 7 0 * ( T ~- -iq • 5 J -* ( 1 0 • i{- -h- C- 8 ) > I ( T+ 1 9 8 • 6 ) 
CO(TJ = Oe216l*C0.0133+0.00002*(T-460J) 

c 
c 
C COMPUTE VALUES OF PROPERTIES AT THE WALL AND AT THE OUTER EDGE 

EXR = RHOCEXT) 
WR = RHO n·:T) 
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EXM = VIMCEXT) 

WM = VL\1< ',H) 

EXK = CO(EXT) 
vJ K = C 0 P.H ) 
WRITE (6, 9J) EXR,wR,EXM,wM,EXK,wK 

c 
c 
c 
C COMPUTE DI~ENSIONLESS PARAMETERS 

REY = CEXL*EXU*EXR)/EX~
DTO=EXT-V.JT 

ECK = -CEXU**2J/CEXCP*DT0) 

PRA= CEXM*EXCP)/EXK 

WRITE( 6,91> REY,DTO,ECK,PRA 


C <OMPUTE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT OUTER EDGE 
DO 110 I=2,NPX 
UIEDCI> = EXU 
TIED< I>= EXT 
RIED<I> = EXR 

i 1 o 	 corn I l'WE 
C COMPUTE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT WALL 

DO 120 !=2,NPX 
UHJ ( I ) = ~·1 U 
Til.•JC I> = '1.IT 
R I 1:11 ( I ) = ',·! R 
VHJ C I J = ~·!V 

120 	 CONTINUE 

THICK= 5.*SORTCEX~*EXL/(EXR*EXUJ J 

DY = THICK/NB 

DX = STEPR.A-),!.DY 
WRITE (6,92) THICK,DY,DX 

C COMPUTE INITIAL PROFILES AT STATION X=O.O 
~\I R I T E ( 6 , 9 3 } 
Y(l)=0.0 

DO 13~j N=l,NPY 

YC~+l) = YCN) +DY 

IF <N.GT.IJ GO TO 135 

U(N) = O.O 

TC N) = iH 

R<N> =EXT*EXR/TCN> 

GO TO 130 

135 	 U(~.J) = EXU 

TCN) = EXT 

RCNl = EXR 


130 	 CONTINUE 
'tJRITEC6,94) CN,YCN), UCNJ, T(N)' f~(N) ,N=l,19) 
DO 131 N=20,NPY,10t WRITE(6,94) N,YCNJ, U(N), T(NJ, RCNJ 


131 CONTINUE 


http:STEPR.A-),!.DY
http:DTO=EXT-V.JT
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C CO~PUTE DIMENSIONLESS INITIAL PROFILES AT X=O·O 
'tJRITE (6,95) 
DO 140 N=l'~~py 
Y(Nl= Y(N)/EXL 
U ( ~I l = lJ ( M l I E X U 

T(N) = (T(Nl-WTJ/DTO 

R un = R rn ) I Ex R 

V Ul l = 0 •DO 

140 CONTINUE 
'WRITE (6, 96) ( N,Y(N), U(NJ, T(Nl, R(Nl ,N=l•l9l 


DO 145 N=20,NPY,10 

WRITE (6, 96) N,Y(N), UC~J, TCNJ, R(N) 


145 CONTI f\iUE 
C COMPUTE DIMENSIONLESS BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT OUTER EDGE 

DO 150 I= 2,NPX 
UIED_(ll = UIEDC!l/EXU 
T I ED ( I l = ( T I ED ( I I -\t! T I IDT 0 
RIED(!)= RIED(Il/EXR 

150 COfH I i·~UC: 
C DIMENSIONLESS BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT THE WALL 

DO 160 I= 2,NPX 
U I ~I ( I l = U I V.1 ( I l I EX U 
T Hv ( I J = ( T Il:J < I l - \·.'T l I D T 0 
RIW(l l = RIWCIJ/EXR 
vn:c I) = VIVI( I )/E'XU 

160 CONTINUE 
C COMPUTE DIMENSIONLESS DY,DX 

DY :::: DY/EXL 
DX=DX/EXL 
WRITE (6, 97) DY,DX 

c 
c 
c FORMAT 5TATE~ENTS 

c 
9C F 0 R, 1iA T ( 1 0 X , 2 4 H EX R , '.·.JR ' EX~< , 1.•; :•1 , EX K , \11 K .b, RE I I 1 0 X , 6 ( E 1 0 • 3 , 5 X I l 
91 FOR~AT ( 10X,9HREYNOLDS=,Fl0.1,3x,7HEXT-~T=,Fl0.2,3x,7HECKERT=, 

$Fl0.5,3x,sHPRANDTL=,Fl0.4//) 
92 FOR~AT (10X,30HTHICKNESS OF BOUNDARY LAYER IS,FI0.6/ 30HSTEP SIZE 

$lNTHE Y-DIRECTION rs,F12.9/30HSTEP SIZE IN THEX-DIRECTION IS, 
$Fl2.9//l 

93 FORMAT (10X,33HINITIAL PROFILES AT STATION X=0.0//18X,1HN,7X,lHYt 
s14x,1Hu,14x,1Hr,14x,1HR/l 

94 FOR~AT (1ux,r10,r10.5,5x,F10.5,5x,r10.5,5x,F10.5i 
95 FOl~~·~AT (lQX,39HDif.1ENSIONLESS IiHTIAL PROFILES AT X=O.O//l8X'1HN, 

$7X,1HY,14X,1HU,14X,1HT,14X,1HR14X,1HV/J 

96 FOR~AT (lCX,IlOtFl0.5,5X,Fl0.5,5x,F10.5,5x,F1G.5) 

97 FORMAT 110x,2sHDIMENSIONLESS STEP SIZES DY=,F12.a,3HDX::::Fl2.8// 


$3CHEND OF SUBROUTINE 3INC0 OUTPUT////) 
c 

RETURN 

END 


http:1ux,r10,r10.5,5x,F10.5,5x,r10.5,5x,F10.5i
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FUNCTION VISCT,Nl 
c 
C VIS IS THE VISCOSITY-TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIP. 
c 

COM~ON NPY,EXM tEXT,WT 
DIMENSION TC300) 

C CHANGE TO DIMENSIONAL TEMPERATURE. 
TCNJ = TCN)*CEXT-WT)+WT

·vis = 2.270*(T(NJ**1·5>*(10.**(-8) )/ (T(N)+l98.6) 
VIS = VIS/EXM 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION CONCT,Nl 
c 
C CON IS THE CONDUCTIVITY - TE~PERATURE RELATIONSHIP. 
c 

COM~ON NPYtEXK ,EXT,WT 
DIMENSION TC300) 

C CHANGE TO DIMENSIONAL TEVPERATURE. 
TCNJ = TCN)*CEXT-WTJ+WT 
CON = 0.216l*C0.0133+0.00002*CT(N)-460)) 
CON = CON/EXK 
RETURN 
END 
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